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SUMMARY

*******

A "convenience" sample of the general population in the

Adelaide Metropolitan Area consisting of 680 employees of an

industrial company participated in an epidemiological survey.

The pattern of dental service utilization, tooth loss,

periodontal status, perception of periodontal disease and

oral hygiene habit.s were evaluated against background

variables of dgêt sex and socio-economic status. A

self-administered questionnaire and the recently proposed

W.H.O. periodontal survey method (52) were used to gather the

data. Tooth l-oss increased with advancing age and females

had more missing teeth than males of corresponding age

groups, while sub jects who visited the dentist regularl.y had

a mean of 3.81 missing teeth compared to 4.9L for irregular

attenders. Mild periodontal disease affected approximately

60S of the subjects but severe periodontal disease htas

evident in 252 of the study population. Reversible

gingivitis v¡as found ín 11.lt, only 4.22 of subjects werè

free from any signs of periodontal disease. More than 90t of

pockets detected occurred interproxima.lly. Periodontal

disease prevalence and severity were signíficantly associated

with â9ê¡ but not. with socio-econornic status, regularity or

frequency of dental visits, nor with their perception of

disease presence and ora'l hygiene habits. The periodontal

status r{as translated ínto treatment need data and estimation

reabment fime required was ealeulated usirtg !{. H. O.

guideiines (52) as well as P.T.N.S. estimate (79) to



exemplify an approach to manpower and cost evaluation. The

major treatment requirement tl all age groups could be

categorised as "simr¡Ie periodontal trea+'inent", manageable by

non-specialist dental resources. Of the study population,

50.5t had visited the dentist within the previous year and

42.52 had regular checkups. .The most common reason for non

usage of dental service in the past year was an assumption

that nothing was wrong. Most subjects were unaware of the

presence of periodontal disease despite its high prevalence

as reveal-ed by oral examination. The problems of analysing

sociological aspects of dental behaviour were discussed.

More than 90S of partícipants brushed their teeth

leasL once daily, but only approximately 108 claimed

practise - int.erproximal cleaning .

at

to

The study population's pattern of service utilization

was found to be similar to that reported for the general

population, and their oral hygi.ene habit.s were expected to be

similar. This seems to imply that the high prevalence of

perio<lontal disease found in the st.udy population may also

pr:evail in the general population of similar age group. The

present study further implies that as the periodontal staLus

of regular attenders was not significantly better than

irregular attenders, increasing {:he ut.ilization paLtern would.

appeer to offer liti:le hope of improving periodontal status

unless better methods of diagnosis, prevenLiorr and treatment

are emp oye
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

** ***' *rk * * * *** *'t* * **** ****

Epidemiological studies in various parts of the world

have consistently found that periodontal- dísease is highly

prevalent and surveys of school children and pregnant women

indicat.e L,hat periodont.al disease may also be r+idespread in

South Australia ( 54 ' 133 ' 134 ).

Surveys of tooth loss in South Australia showed that a

large number of the population became edentulous from the age

of 30 years onward, particularly among females (53). IL r^¡as

found that 15.28 of males and 19.68 of fema-les aged 35-44

years were edentulous and the percentages increased to 47.32

and 60.48 respectívely for the 55-64 age group, the pooled

preval ence being 26.22 ( 135 ). Although t.he incirlence of

edentu-lousness is declining over t.he years, in L979 the

overall- prevalence among South Atlstralians aged 15 years or

more was still 23.3t (2). Causes of t.ooth loss in Soutir

Australia were investigaLed and perioclontal- clisease h'as found

to account for more than 508 of extractions in the 40-70

years age group ( 80 ) .

Present knowleclge sLlpports the concept that periodontal-

the aceumulation of bacterial pl.aque, a.nd a hosL response

Page 2



thaL is damaging Lo itself. Once established, it can

generally be treated and periodontal health maintained by

appr:opriate plaque control measures. Personal and

professionally delivered hygiene can ensure that the disease

is prevented and this study will examíne the hygiene efficacy

by extrapolation from the measured disease in the survey

population.

South Australia is weII served by dental manpower, with

a dentist to population ratio of approximately I:1750 in the

met.ropolitan area (L2Bl. Government funded clinics and the

School Dental- Service provide free care to primary school

children and those receiving social welfare benefits.

Community surve)¡s reveal that less than 50t of the population

v'isit a dentist regularly ( 16f ) . I{hil.e there is a

cornprehensi'¿e central monitoring system to assess the effects

of the School Dental Service on South Australian children

(25 | 136, !17 ), there is little information on the dental

.sl-aLus of South Australian adults "

At a tirne when the question of dental manpower and

rational planning of dent.al care delivery in South Australía

ar:e currently under investigation, it is appropriate that a

well-documentecl survey of dental diseases be undertaken.

Data on the periodontal status and Lreatment need of the

population are par:ticularly lacking"

The present. study was undertaken in an attempt, to

Page 3



provide some of the needed information. lt was essentially

a descriptive epidemiological survey, with the aim of

assessing the periodontal status of the study population and

identifying group characteristics that might have influenced

the occurrence and distribution of periodontal disease in the

group.

Tooth mortality ean be caused by other conditions

besides peridontal disease, but tooth loss pat'tern was

considered relevant as it might har,'e some bearing on the

observed perio.Jontal disease pattern, and additionally has

been suggested to be a reliable predictor of dental service

utilization (72).

The specj.fic objectives of the study \^¡ere3

t. To determine tooth loss pattern and periodontal status of

a defined adult population witl:in the Adelaide

Metropolitan area, by â9êr sex and socio-economic levels.

2. To establish their pattern of dentat service utilization

and oral hygiene habits.

3. To evaluate their perception of periodontal disease

presence and need for treatment"

4. To assess their past experience of periodontal care,

based on informat.ion obtained from the subjects.

5. To evaluate any associat.ion between periodontal status

and the above factors.

6. To est.imate Lhe ef f ectiveness of par:tiaI recording in

periodontaL <lisease

recently proposed Vf

assessment end generally assess the

H.O. community perioclontal index (52)-

Page 4



It was felt that data from the study should show not

only disease status but should be sufficiently comprehensive

to provide a mathematical basis for thê calculation of

manpower and cost requirements for its treatment. Using

Iocally prevailing resources and fee structure, it should be

possibte to convert the obtained data into approximate

assessment of manpower and treatment cost requirement.

Page 5
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2.L SUMMARY OF PRESENT KNOIÂILEDGE Ol¡l THE ETIOLOGY,

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * Jc * * * * * * * * * * * * :k * c; *.' * tr * *

PATHOGENESIS AND PREDISPOSING I'ACTORS OF

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * r{ *

PERIODO}TTAL DISEASE.

*******************

Tt is nohr generally accepted that. periodontal disease is
initiated by the hostrs response t.o microlrial product.s of

dental plaque situated wiLhin the gingival crevice. The

situation can be likened to a host parasite relationship,

where a delicate ecological balance is main';ainecl when the

"parasíte" comprises certaÍn microbiol-a ccmpat.ibl-e with

healthy periodontium, or the "host" is capabl.e of tolerating

the resident micro-organism. Any dísturbance of the balance

through changes i¡l either the host or parasii-e, may result in

the various expressions of periodo¡rLal dj-seê.se.

The histopathological changes in 1-he host tissue in

periodontal disease has been describeö ( iì9 ). The earlier

changes involve an increase in junctior:al epit,helium

permeability and vasculitis with atl outpouring of
polyntorphonuclear leucocytes (PMN ) . Int:¿ici- chemotac+-ic,

migratory ancl phagocytic capaciLies of the lil'lN äre presumably

crucial if this firsi: Iíne of host clefence'- is to be effect.ive

in restoring the ecological balance.

Indeed there ís evid.ence to strovr that when PMN

dysfunction exist.s, periodontal

destructive form. Such PÞlN

migrat.ory or phagocytic ) ha.ve

P age

disease occui:s

dys f rinct ion

been obse::ved

7

in its rapid
( chemot.acLic,

in a large

Iy



percent.age of patients with severe periodontit'is, juvenile

periodontitis and in certain systemic diseases known to be

,,predisposing" to severe periodontitis such as Chediak

Higashi syndrome and diabetes mellitus (8' 99, 105' 163).

The dysfunction may be intrinsic ( i. e. genetícally

<letermined ) or extrins ic ( i . e. a response t'o certain

bacterial facEor/product) (34' 84). Preliminary resuits from

Ge¡rcor s laboratory suggested that a large number of

Gram.-negative organisms isolated from periodontal lesions

could depress neutrophil chemotaxis in vitro ( 105 ).

Similarly, when neutrophil numbers are depressed as in

neutropenias, periodontal disease also Lend to progress

rapid-ly and destructively ( 145 ) .

On Lhe other hand there is evidence to suggest that the

PMN plaque interaction in the crevice activates intra-

ceÌ-i-ular 'lysosome release which could be det¡:imental to the

integrity of the host cells and connective tissue structures '
suggest.ing a possible causal relationship with the develop-

ment of infl-ammation in early gingivitis (12).

RecenÈly the rcle

both in enhancement

epithel,ium barríer

migreit.ory functions of

of vitamin C has been again discussed,

of the ef fect.iveness of crevicular

function and the chemotactic an,å

the leucocytes ( 168 ).

It has also been shorvn that endotoxin, one of the most'

-l-ì -r----: ---, L - -! ^ -: - 1
--^¡..^!ã 

i- ^^-i^ dontal- dj.sease1LJg¿IJLCl- I\JIJÞ uct|J uE! ¡,q¿

a.ccelerates tissue utilization of

temporarlz hyperglycemia which in

Page I
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turn decreases Lhe



intracellular availability of transportable ascorbate '
leadir:g to lor^rered mucosal,/epithetial barrier function and

depreesed chemotactic and locomotive neutrophil function (6).

Vitanin C supplementation wi"thout removal of the

hyperglycemia inducing etrdotoxin would probably be of

1íttle value due to its impaired transport across cell

mernl¡r¡:ues.

The microva.sculature of the gingivae also exhibits one

of Lhe earliesr: changes in periodontal d.isease, becoming

engorged, dilat.ed, with increased permeability, resuJ-ting in

ouLf low of serum and inf -lammatory cells. As the blood supply

to t-l're papillae is end-arterial microvasculature wit.h no

collateral support, Such changes would seriously compromise

the availability of nul-rienLs to the g-ingivae and metabolic

prc''cesses to utilize them. The sit.uation is worse w'hen other

vascul.ar díst.urbances are also present such as stress '
smcking and t.he concornÍtant peripheral vascular constricÈion

(35), or microangiopathy in diabetes (104)' that more severe

períodontal disease is often observed.

A feature of periodontal disease is the loss of

connecLive tissue integrity with marked reduction in collagen

contenL n and eytopathic alteration of fibroblasts. The

higlily increased deman<l for collagen Lurnover would

presumab-ly resul-t. in rapid depletion of the required

restorat,ive elements, part.icularly since the vascular supply

is ecimpromised, tirerefore j-t coulcl be postulated that a st.ate

of "localisecl malnutrÍtion" Ís índuce<1.

Page 9



The ,'earIy" and "established" lesion of periodonterl

disease (1I9) represents further tissue destruct'ion, a host

response misdirected and magnifíed by cell-mediated and

humoral immune responses respectivel-y. Because expressions

of periodontal disease depends parttr-y on the host' response,

any factors affecting the various arms of host. response coulð

presumably influence the signs of periodontal disease" Such

"conditioning" factors have been discussed in several revÍelvs

( I2I ) . Epidemiological studies shov¡ed that immuno-def icient:

patients manifested lower level of gingival inflammation than

matched immuno-competent persons (82, 131 ). As early

gingivitis is reported to contain predominantly thymus

derived lymphocytes (T-Cells) while the more advanced

periodontitis lesion contaj-ns large numbers of B-lymphocytes

and plasma cel]s, it is conceivable that humcral

immuno-deficient patients may still exhibit some gingiv¿rl

inflammation as they can manifest rrormal T-CelI rnediaLed

cellular response. More pronounced dif f erence rnight b,e

expected with regards to advanced perÍodonLj.tis (150)-

Severe nuLritional def iciency, particularly in prote-ì.n

and vitamin C, has also been shown to pre<lispose to tiighe:c'

prevalence and severity of periodontal disease. However the

concept of "Iocalised malnutrit.ion" within the pet:iodontium

in an otherwise healthy individual and its relat.ionship wit.h

periodonLal disease severity has not been explore':C'

Page I0



Recent microbiological st.uCies seem to lend credence to

the specific plaque hypothesis ( 96 ) a-lthough no causal

relations have been found, Nevertheless, the positive

correlation observed betv¡een specific microbiota and certain

types of periodonta.t disease did raise such possibilities

( 90, 9L, lI3, I54 | 156 ). Certain bacierial- species which

predominate in the more desLructive fornts of periodontal

disease have been postulated to be dírectly responsible for

the severe destruction, .i.f partly, rather than later

inhabitants reflectíng a suitalrle growth condition (34' 9I).

Specific antibacterial Lherapy have recenLly been t.ried with

promising t."o-ta= ( 68, 97 ) .

The f ind.ings ihat peri.oclontally exposeC cementum

harbours endotoxin, and inhibits epithelial and fíbroblast

cells from reattachment in vit.ro led to a chauge in Lhe

rationale of peri.cdontal treat-ment to render the root surface

biologically acceptable again. ( 13 | 59 , 81, 167 ) " it, seems

that such treat-ment also induces a rnarked reduction of the

pathogenic eotnponent of the flora for a period of t-i-me (155).

It would seem that â much irnproved like-l-ihood for

healing would cccur if a two-'prr>nged approach could be made,

on the one hancl by removing the "parasiteo' or convertinE it

into a non-paLhogenic microflora ( if necessary bl' specific

anti-bacLerial therapy) ancl on the other hand by maximising

e S sa v o ec repa T

to the " localised malnutritio¡r" state ) .

Page il
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2.2 THE INFLUBNCE OF AGE, SEX AND SOCIO-ECONOIVÍIC FACTORS.

** * * * * *. * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Man acquires many of the microbial genera which

eventually coinprise the adult oral flora in his first year of

life. The flora is primarily aerobic, but with the eruption

of teeth gradually a marked increase of the anaerobic

component lney occur. The maternaÌ antibodies and foet.al

sensitized lymphocytes in neonate dissipate vtithin about 6

months and irnmunocompetence is not fully established until

approximately 3 years of age ( 85 ). It seems that by the age

of 5 or 6', the immuno-microbiological ingredients for

potenLial gingi.val Ínflammation are established. Apart from

tocalized inflammation around erupting deciduous teeth'

periodontal disease is general-ly not. found in very young

chilclren. Frotn approximately the age of 5 years onwards

children with ínadequate oral hygiene show a progressive

increase in gingival inflammation, with a transien{: sharp

rise in the early Leens which seems to be associated with

hormonal changes in puberty and occurs earlj-er in girls than

in bcys (160)" From adolescence to o1d age there is a linear

progression c>f periodontal disease severity which has been

suggested to occur in a chronic and accumulative manner ( 95,

165 ) or in l¡ursts of progressive damage ( 85 ). Dat.a from

epidemiological studj-es suggests that the maximum rate of

incre¿rse in per.iodonùa1 disease occurs at the age of 20-34

ears or slighLly earJier ( 85 , 95 , LjL) . By {-ha c.r:r.nn¡il

decade of life, early signs of destructive períodontitis are

Page L2



someLimes evident and after Lhe age of 4O r.' advanced

destruction is commonly seen. Age has been consistentiy

found to be strongly associated with per:iodontal disease

prevalence and severity, second ontry to oral hygiene. Greene

and Vermillion stlor"¡ed that where good oral hygiene was

maintained, no progressive increase in periodontal disease

with advancing age was recorded (63 ). Other factors

generally exert Lheir influence indi::ect]y, either by

cont.ribut ing to Lhe accumul-ation 01: retent'ion of the

patþogenic plaque or by modifying the host response to the

pathogen.

!{híte the pat.tern of gingivitis seems to be similar in

all parts of the v¡orld, destructive periodontitis occurs

earlier in some developing countries. Bussell reported

whereas 33 of American youths aged 15-17 years showed early

to established periodorrtítis, 5t of Lebanese and I0t of

Palestinian children 10-14 years were affected ( 120 ) . Ïn

Nigeria dest.ructive periodontitis was ccrnmonly seen in youths

15-19 years of age with Acute Ulcerative Gingi'vitis and

Cancrum Oris being endemic (151)-

while extensive epiderniologicat studies failed to

demonsLrate definite association between nutritional status

and periodontal disease ( 141, 165 ) it is hard to dismiss the

hypoL¡esis tha.t severe nnlnutrition would considerably reduce

host resistance and healing capacíty. Data from some

:l
rrü

I
developing counLries where severe rnalnutrit.ion prevarlecl seem

ù
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to indicate that this was so (I25' 165).

Sex accountecl for a small difference of perioclontal

disease prevalence and severity found in most epidemiological

studies. After pubert.y females tend to have less disease

than males and this pattern continues through adulthood, the

difference being usual-ty atLributed to better oral hygíene in

females. In Some developing cou.ntries however, females tend

to show higher prevalence and sever:ity. Waerhaug suggested

that this may be due t-o the common state of malnutrition and

frequent cl"¡ildbirttr ( 166 ).

Racial differences in both severity and prevalence of

periodonLa-I disease have often been observed ' lilot only is

the disease more prevalenL in esia and Africa Lhan in WesLern

counLries, ít is also tnore prevaletrL and severe in the black

than in the white population of the United States. However

Russellts study in Alabama indicated that educational level

and socio-econornic strata were more like1y to be t'he

influencing factors, rather than race per se ( 140 ). Nikias

et a1. screened 11300 adults in Ner¿ York City and correlated

their health staLus with economic stat.us, education and

ethnic orígin ( 1I4 ) . Significant relationship was shown

between the o::al health status and. each of t.he socio-ecouomic

characteristics. However, it was pointed out that economic

sLatus, education levels and ethnic origin v¡ere

int.er-re1at.ecl. Evidently, eL.hnicity hras less iniportant t'han
I

economic stai.us and

association between

educati-on level and

oral- health scores

there was a stronger

and. education t.han

Þ
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economic status. The study revealed. that. decayed teeth raLio

and resÈoraLive eare levels were more strongly associaLed

wíth eeonomic status than educatíon. It seems that the two

variables, although highly correlated, do not measure the

same thing. Higher education implies a greater knowledge and

awareness of what appropriate dental care is, as well as

socialization experiences and a style of life which

incorporates appropriate dental care practices and habits.

High economic st.atus, olì the other hand, implÍes greaLer

ability to purchase dental care (restorative care), but not

necessarily the socialization experiences. The relabionship

of ethnic factors to oral status vlas more complex. Ho!,tevert

it was recognised that ethnic and cultural background were

interwoven with economic and educational influences.

Other epidemioiog ical studies have also show¡r

periodontal disease to be more prevalent and severe in Lhe

poorly educated than in the well educated aud in the poor

than the wealthy. An e>:Lensive review of the literatr-lre bi'

Richards and Barmes r:egarding the role of socio-economic

status, ancl its principal concomitants ( oecupation, incorne

and education) confirmed the findings (130).

lt
I
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2.3 DENTAL KNOüJLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR RELATED TO

*********************************************************

PERIODONTAL HEALTH AND PERIODONTAL CARE EXPERIENCE.

*** * * * * * * * rr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Perception of periodontal treatment needs have been

studied by several- v¡orkers, and the f indings generally showecl

the majority of people were unavlare that they suffered from

periodontal- disease and underestimated their need. for

periodontal care (L29). Unlike caries, periodontal disease

is rarely associated with pain and iLs signs are often not:

recognised as being pathologic until the dise¿rse is in its

advanced stage. Clínical impressions suggest t-hat. many

people have been a$/are of bleeding gums for loog periods but

discount it as a sigrr of disease. A strrdy of Fínn j.sh young

adults reported that eveR Lhough clinically gingival bleeding

Ìrras found in atl sub ject-s, only 2* v/ere aware of their

gingivitis despite the fact- that as many as 46t had r¡oticed.

gingival bleeding (3).

In New Zealand, although periodontal rlisease prevalence

was pr:esumed to be high, only small proportions of persoiìs

int.erviewed thought their dental health to be poor (24).

Fanning and Leppard ( 57 ) and Fanning ( 56 ) studiecl several-

student. populations and concluded that generally the pubi.i.c

was unaware of their true clental needs. Review of tl:e

literat.ure revealed however that even when people recognísed

susceptible t.o it, many did not regard this as sufficient'l.y
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serious to warrant action. People of various groupings have

different beliefs of what constitutes appropriate dental

health behaviour and these views are rnajor determinants of

the specific action they will take (130).

Australian studies also showed that generally the public

are not practising ideal dental health behaviour although

knowledge rates better (I8, L9r 57, L32r 136)-

Fanning an,il Leppard found that ainong univers it1'

students, who have had better educational opportunities '
regular dental care vlas onty sought by approximately 508'

decreasing to about 309 among the older male students (57).

Recent Australían Bureau of Statistics reporLed 44.88 South

Australians aged IB*64 years had regular dental care at least

yearly (161).

Various reãsons for non-utilization of dent.al service

have been invesLigated, the most. of ten cited \ttere cosl,

fear/dislike of clentistry, time factor, Iack of awarel)ess and

unavailability of service. Fanning and Leppar',J found cost to

be a deterring factor for 40-508, foltowed by tíme (for about

301,), influencing regular care among t.he student popul-ation"

Dislike of dent,istry was given as an infJ.uencing factor try

19? male and 168 female students. Yet other studies reportecl

costs to be respcnsible for a much smaller percent.age of

non-utilization (2L, 69, 149), awareriess of the need for care
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It seems t.hat noL everyone

disease would seek denLa1 c¿lre- ¡

that people would seek dental

wrong with their mouth.

Surveys of oral hygiene

peopl.e brush their teeth,

regularly clean the approximal

av¡are of perioclontal

is even roore unlikely

thelz perceive nothing

who is

but it
care if

Ivtost people believe that c¡ral hlzgiene plays a large role

in the . prevention of periodontal tl.isease. Experinrental

gingivitis has been repeatedly shown to occur within a matter

of days if plaque is allowed to accumulate, although further

transition to periodontitis is a more complex pherromena. As

interproximal areas are the most conìmon sit.e of periodontetl

disease, it. follows ttlat approximal removal of plaque is

important but a tooth brush is relatively inefficient for

this purpose and other aids need to be ernployed"

habits generalllr

but on-ly very

surfaces (20, 24,

that most

nurnbers

show

smaII

115).

Periodonl:al disease prevention therefore depends on the

prornot.ion of increased awareness r more appropriate plaque

control, bet:ter dental services ut.ilization to prevent or

treat it, and increased awareness älnong the dental care

proviclers of its diagnosis and treatineut"

Although there has been no

of periodontal care rlelivery

specifc

ín South

study of the extent

Australia, workers

elsewhere have found that periodontal disease received only

Iimited attent.ion from the denLal profession. Periodontal
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therapy represented less than 3t of the total dental services

renclerecl in the United States (48, 103). Bellini found it to

comprise less than 6t of all dental services provided to a

group of employees in Oslo (22).

Iìespondent.s in the L979 Dental Health Survey in

Australia stat.ed that of all dental treatment provided to

persons who sa\47 a denLíst in the previous L2 months, 39. 8g

$/as for "cleaning and polish" and 7,4t for "ot.her" treatments

besides check-up, restoraLions, extraction and dentures (46).

If "cÌeaning anti polisho' and þerhaps some component of "other

treaLmenLsI' can be considered as "periodontal treatment",

t.his perioContal component eonstitutes a much higher

percenLage of the total dental eare provision when compared

to that in other countries. This implies that periodontal

health among Australians may be better than is generally

found elsewhere. Previous surveys did not support t.his

notion. ( 39, 88, 112 ) "

:l
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2.4 DEVELOP¡,]ENT OF ITIIE PERTOÐOI']TAL TI{DTCES

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *r Jc * * * * Jr * *' 9,' f; * * * * *'¿ )k *' * *'å

Arthur Black, in 1918, \'/as one of the first to atternpt

to measure t.he leve1 of- perioclontal d;Lsease epi.demiologicaS.ly

( I09 ) . Using a qu-est"ionna j-¡:e and ::adiographíc evidence, he

found that rthis perident¡¡l- -tnf ection' t{as rare under 20

years of ê-ge, and ranged f:rom 138 in the 20-24 age group to

8BB in the above 50 years ¿rEe group" Other invest.igators

prior to L944 vrere ais.io rnaínly interested Ín percenLages of

people af f ect.ed i:y the d-isease. The met.liods used wer'e

generally arbitrary ¿rnd subjective; the cri'l-eria conìm.onIy

used v/ere: tmild, moderal-e ¿rnc1 severet or tpoor, medium ancl

good I , while others measrircrd bone l-oss, us;ì.ng scales on

racliographs or hry the amount of gingival recession. These

studies r,¡ere usef uI ös a guide, but. \üere irrsensítive and

precluded useful comparisons.

fn 1945 Kír,g

criteria by givíng

light i *t moderate

at temptecl to qr.rant,i f y t-ire arbii:rary

normal ; û,the:m the foli.owing

: -l-*, severe : ++-l-.

scores:

Schour arrd lofassle+r de¡sigrrr;d the arigínal P.l\4.4" index

(Papilla::y , trta.rgina--'l-, Attached gingivae), for a sut:\,ey of

gingivitis prevalence amonq Italian children j-ir L94î ( iù2 ) .

After several. modif icat-ions." t-he P.M..¡\" index was widely usecl.
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with better qualitative features v/ere developed ( b7 ).

Other numerical indices followed in an attempt t.o

develop quantitative measures that were sensitive enough to

detect the early signs of dísease as well as the laLer

stages, be reproducible, simple, inexpensive and amenabl-e to

statist.ical analysis (67 | 109 ).

The first major series of epidemiologíca1 studíes that

included periodontal assessment were conducted as part of an

exLensive nutritional- survey in many countries, uncler the

auspices of the Uni.ted Statesr Interdepartmental Comrnittee on

Nutrition for National Defence (I.C.N.N.D"). Similar surveys

were organised by Lhe Dental Unit of the WorId Healtir

Organization (W.H.O. ) .

Russell's Periodontal Index (P.I.) was designed for use

in the I. C. N. N. D" series of surveys , while Ramf jorcl' s

Periodontal Disease Index (P.D.I. ) was ir:ítially prepared f.or

the W.H.O. series. Russell designed his P.I. to prorride

quantitative comparisons between and wit.hin populations that.

were simple, r'eproducible and required minimum equipnent in

the field (139). He emphasised that P.I. v,ras a field

epidemiological tool and therefore not strictly suitable for

clinical st.udies as it represented an underestimation q:f

disease" This degree of underestÍmation, according to

Russell, was uniforrn throughout. the str:dy groups, could be

( 139, I44 ) .
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Russell's P.I. was exLensivety used in epidemiological

studies ín numerous countries, and was instrumental in the

establishment of comparative world epidemiological data.

This has often been cit.ed as its major advantage, and the

main reason for its continued use in later sLudies.

Average relationships beLween clinical

P.I. values have been found as follows:

AVERAGE CLINICAL CONDTTION

Clinically normal supportive tissue

S imple gingivit ís

Beginning destructive periodontal d,isease

Established periodontitis
I Terminal I periodontitis

diagnoses and

P I

0

0.

0.7

-1" 6

3. B

0.2

0" 9

1.9

5.0

8.0

0

3

InvesLigators who $/ere concerned about treatment needs

and therapeutics evolved different indices. Measuring

criteria hTere adaptecl to satisfy specific anst{ers in the

quantification of periodontal disease. Lal-er periodonLai

indices have been numerical, reversible, irreve::sible or

composíte Ínclices. Reversible (morbid.ity) indices measuT:e

the reversible pathology and. therefore reflect the success o.tj

failure of a therapeutic method. The P.M.A. and P.I. also

have reversible components.

Irreversibl"e ( cumulative ) index estimate total tissue

damage over the life

lost as a result of

time of the individual;

destruc.bive periodontitis

alveolar bone

is the usual
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basis for such inrfices.

Sandler anrl Stahl's Periodontal Disease Rate (P'D'R')'

the ratio of t.eeth affected by periodontal disease ( judged

clinicall.y ancl radiographicatly ) divided b)' the number of

teeth examined, was an irreversibte index (146)' Sj-nce bone

loss is indicative of advanced perioclontal paLhclogy, indices

relying on t,his criterion do not detect early changes of i:he

disease.

l"Iarshall, Day, Stephen and Quigley proposed a cotnposite

index in 1955, which required a detailed clinical-

examination r' study models and colou.r photographs ( l-20 ) ' It

rå¡as a time-consuming index with little merit for populati"on

study, made worse by poor definj-t-ion of softe criteri;-r and ctf

the radiograPhic technique.

R¿unf jord,s Perioclontal Disease Index attenrpted to

compensaLe inadequacies of earlier indices and although

p. D.I. was good for clinical studies, Lhe inclex was

cumbersome for field work (L24) -

O'Leary introduced a screeni-ng rnethcd that measured

gingiva.J- and perio<lontaI status, local :Lrritants ( e'g'

¡ilaque, calcuLus , def icient resLorat.ions ) of six segmenls ;

L7 14; 13 2.3¡ 24 27¡ 37 34¡ 33 43¡ 44 47' All

teeth wel:e examined but only the tooth with Lhe hi.ghest. score
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The association between periodontal disease and oral

cleanliness became clear by the end or. Èhe fifÈies ancl t.he

need for an index to categorize oral hygiene status leas

expressed (62). Greene and Vermillion produced a precise antl

sensitive Oral Hygiene Index (O.H.I. ) but it vlas slow with

high examiner variabilíty. It became the Simplified Oral

Hygiene Index (O"H.I.-S.) in L964, which like its predecessor

was comprised of rDebris Index' (D.I.) and Calculus (C.I.)'

but employed partial instead of full recording ( 64 ).

Löe atr<l Silness introduced the Gingival Index (G.I. ) to

quantify gingival inflammation, based on theír finclings that

colour changes of the gingival tissues \ÂIere earlier signs

than bJ-eeding on probing ( 93 ) . The G.I. criteria are: Score

Ì f.or mild inf lammation with no bleeding on probing, with

Score 2 assigned when probing results in bteeding and score 3

for severe inflammation with spontaneous bleeding. Partial

recording \,vas adopt-ed, using the fol.lowing preselected teeLh:

16, !2, 24, 36, 32, 44. In L964 the same authors introducecl

a plaque inclex (PL.I) which recognised the significance of

plaque in direct proximity of {-he marginal gingivae.

The Ret-ention Index (R.I.) System was introduced in 1967

by Bjorby anC Löe. Tt assessed the rnain retentive facLors

which encouraged bacteri-aI accumulation i.n the gingival area,

e.g. calculus, overhangs, caries, etc. (94). The G.I. ' PL.Ï.

and R.I. system constitute a set of rever,síble inclices

V ua clr screen ng e

and adults. LârÇê or sma11 pop'rulation could be sampled ar¡d
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evaluaterl for therapeutic and preveutive measures.

Pathological changes in destructive periodontitj.s ' were

expressed in millimetres of pocket depth.

Mühlernan and Mazor believed that bleedíng from the

sulcus was the earliest clinical sign of gingivit'is, and

introduced an index in 1958¡ originally caIled rPMr (papilla

and marginal ginEivae) but later lîenamed the Sulcus Bleeding

Index (S.B.I. ) (If 0 ). They maintained that' S"B.I. I'i¡as more

sensitive than Loe's G.I. system. The counting of bleeding

point.s was considered to be a simple' reploducible rapid

screening methodr even with untrained examiners. However the

use of a probe to eIícit bleeding was criticised' even though

a consequent st.udy reporte¿l no signifícant correlaÈion

beLrveen probing force and tlre bleeding incidence ( 109 ) " A

study by l*,leitner et al . ( 10 7 ) supported the vieu' that

bleeding on pro-Oing was of ten an earlier indícation of

gingivitis t.han vísual inf lammatory changes. S-B.I- | s

complex severity grading of six levels v¡as its rnain

disaclvantage.

Ainamo and Bay felt that scoring of plaque ancl

gingivit.is should be made easy to enable patients to motrítor

their own progress in preventive or curaLive perio<ìcnt-ies

(4)" Furthermore, most inilices tended to use the indivíduai

as the unit of examination, usually yielding almosL 1008

prevalence. They suggesterl l-hat the number of teeth or tooth

SU

Sucir an index was prol:osetl , Gi ng ival Bleecling Index (G . B. I . ) '
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based oD t.he f indings of bleeding on pressure with a

periodontal probe or tooth brushing. The G.B.I. was found to

have correlation to Loe and Silness I s G.I. that \das

statistically signif icant.

A similar bleeding index was

that used dental floss

proposed by Carter and

instead of a periodontalBarnes (31),

probe.

Several workers v¡ere concerned that despite the various

índices, a quick, effective appraisal of Lreatment needs lras

st iIl dif f icuIt. It $¡as suggested that epiderniological

surveys had nol- addressed the need for Lrealment and had not:

proven to lre an adequate basis for determining clinical needs

( 12 6 ) . I rr add ition , there were st.i 11 many unknown factors

concerned wiih the prevention and treatment. of periodorrtaì-

disease, ancl the type and extent of education needed for the

personnel to carry 1-hem out. There \¡¡as also the added

problem of Lranslating tneedsr to rdemands' for service.

Bellíni (23) found no reliable association between

nunerical epidemiological parameters and treatnent

requirernents or time evaluation. IIe felt that any planning

for periodontal treatment delivery system must provide

realistic pictures of the need for prevention and therapy,

including estimation of manpower and resourees involved.

There should be an assessment that woulcl clearly evaluate the

treaLmen't requ

for calculation
,rê

cost. Irr addition, it should

ngr

and

ne an g V

of manpower
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be simple and quick in f ielcl studies.

One system proposed was the Periodontal Treatment ìTeed

system (P.T.N.S) (79). The system was based on evaluation of

the need for certain standardized treatments and the time

required to perform them. They proposed a guidel.ine of the

time needed for each class of treatment, based on their

particular situation and manpower of one dentist and one

chairside assistant, to be approximaLely 60 mínutes per

person for class A (motivation and oral hygiene instruction) '

30 minutes per quadrant for class B (scaling lcas also needed)

and 60 minutes per quadrant when surgery was additionally

required (clåss c).

Tn a similar study, Ekanayaka and Sheiham (50) estimaLed

the time and personnel required to carry out periodonta-l

treatment on patients in a dental hospital and in an

industrial dental clinic. Their findings highlighted the

dependency of such assessment methods upon the treatmertt

phitosophy adopted, the operator I s skill, the facilities

available and the patient's attit¡lde.

periodontal treatment need indices developed so far al:e

sti11. unsatisfactory, the main short'comings beíng:

the criteria are too subjective

some treatment modalities require scientific longitudinal

studies

tlemogr:aphi c and behavioural clata rvhich may help preclict
rÈreatment demand' have not been taken Ínto account.
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Based on the recomllìendation of expert committees, over

the years the I^f.H.O" has published several methodologies for

the assessment of periotlontal status for public health

purposes. The main collcern was to develop a sufficiently

sensitive reproducíbIe metho<I that was practical in fiel<l

studíes.

In 1961 a W.H.O. expert commiLtee recommended the use of

Russell's P.I. ðrs the basic measurement in epidemioÌogical

stuclies, and where adriitional inf orrnat.ion was required other

in<lices rnight be employeri as appropriaLe (I22',. In L962

another corunittee found that inter-examiner reproducibilit'y

using the above metho,al vù'as low and recomtnended a simplified

methocl (157)" In 1965-66 a W.H"O. group concluded that while

the 1962 met:hod was suitable for public health simple

prevalence surveys, more detailecl methods \â¡'ere needed for

descri¡:L.ive anC construciive epidemiologicaj- studies as well-

as clinical trials. Russell's P.I. $Ias again recommended for

consLructive and descripti-ve epidemíologic studies. In

additíon, it was suggested Lhat oral hygíene status be

assessrìd as its relationship to pe.rioclont.al clisease was well

established ancl neecled to be accounted for w-hen evaluating

other factors. Greene and \rermilIí.on' s O. H. I. -S. s¡as

reconurended as tÏre irrclex of choíce. For clinical trials the
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group recommended the use of Ramfjord's P.D.I. (41).

The promotion for uniformit.y in classification of oral

diseases and anomalies was given further impetus with the

publication of I International Classification of Diseases

Application to Dentistry and StomaLologyr (I.C.D.-D.tr. ) ín

1969, and revised in 1973.

In 1971, W.H.O. published a manual entitled OraI Health

Survey, Basic Methods. ( 118 ) It was hòped that

standardÍzation of dental survey methods would facilitate the

collection of global oral epidemiologic data. The chief

purpose of Éfr. I basic survey' was to provide reliable

epidemiologic data for developing and conducting a regional.

or national dental health program. 'Elective' assessments

were offered for those needing more detailed informatj-on.

The elective assessments inctuded Russe1Its P.I. for detailed

periodontal disease assessment and Greene and Vermillion's

o.H.r.-s.

The I97L survey methods t{ere used widely in more than 30

surveys (43), but the experience revealed some deficier.cies.

Davies, Ilorowitz and Wada (42) fotrnd that between examiner

variability using the basic methcd was unacceptably high,

alt.hough intra-examiner consistency was good in both lrasic

and elective methods. They concluded that such survey

results wouid be unreliable. The elective meÈhod was more

t

represented a gross unCerestimaLion on individ.ual assessment
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basis. Furthermore, resu.Its of the assessment of disease

status and treatm.ent requirement proved to be too crude for

the need of most public health adrninistrators (15 ).

Recommendations of theír mo<lificat.ions were cliscussed during

Lg73-Lg74 in Geneva, and the resulting draft was tested in

J'g75 during a W.H.O. course in Public Heal-th Dentistry in

S ingapore and lvlalaysia ( 43 ) . It was concluded that the

proposed criteria for periodontal disease assessment resulted

in gross undereslimat.ion of the disease prevalence.

Ramfjord's P.D.tr. and Russell's P.I. were considered

unsuitable for public health surveys ' and Loe and Silness's

G. I. showed unsatisractory examiner cornparability and

consistency. Ainamo and Bay's G.B.I. was considered a

suitable alternatit¡e for gingíval- assessment, but it was

rejected in Íts original formr âs probing of gingival crevice

in f iel<1 stlrve]¡s prove<l t-o be a controvers iaI issue ,

sterilizaticn being one ef the major problems. A compromise

criteria was proposed and a revised W.H.O. OraI Health Survey

Basic Method published in L977 ( 118 ) ' while elect'ive

methods were to be included in a compenion manual: "Guide to

Oral Health Epidemiological Investigations" ( 16 ) . As the

system was designed for u$e by examiners with varying levels

of t.raining and experience r cert.ain compromises vilere

ir:evitable.

An at.ternpt. was made

need, however as it was

to assess t:he periodontal treatment

based on Lhe above assessment, the

_l
ijd,Itlc Lrc9 ¡. ec lrJ. yçrlçl ctJ-J ul' q¡lu vv¡r.È/! v¡rt¡sr vvsrs
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Cutress et aI. (37) tested bhe method in a national.

survey of adults in New Zealancl and found that. Russellf s P.I.

permitt.ed greater differentiation of periodontal status than

the W.H.O. 1977 method. The latter lacked the averaging

effect. of measuring all teeth as in P.I., but provided a

rapid appraisal of the volume of treatment. needs and manpower

requirements.

Late in L977 | a W.H.O. Scientific Group on

'Epidemiology, etiology and prevent-ion of periodontal

diseaser met in Moscow. After detailed critical review of

the current survey methods I a recommelldation to use a

different basic approach to the assessment of disease sf-atus

and treaLmenL needs was publ-ished in L97B (52). The methods

recommended were categorized accordíng to the type aud

studies considered, with assessment of gingivitis, pocketing

and number of erupted teeth comprising the basic data

required for all types of studies.

The valídity and reliabitty of certâin aspects of

proposed rnethod were yet to be verif ied, particularilz

partial recordíng met-hod, the value of gingíval recession

calculus measurements.

the

the

and
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2.6 COMPARISON OF PABTIAL AND FULL MOUTH RECORDING OF THE

************'r******************,f**************************

PBoPosEDw.FI.o.TECII.REP.SERIES62IMETHOD

*********.*****************************lt*****

The w.H.o. 1978 rnethod, published in its Technical

Report Series number 62L, asserted that reliable diagnosis of

periodontal pockets could only be made by probing. In an

attempt. to increase probing efficiency it v¡as proposed that

L6,2L,24t36 t4L,44 (FDI notaLion) should be used as the

representative teeth. Ramfjord stated that these six teeth

provided an accurate assessment of the total periodontal

status of the individual (L24') . The validít.y of this partial

recording hras later investigated by various workers (7 , 33 '

49 , 77 , 87 ) . AII agreed that the partial recording yiel-cled

tlean Scores that were statistically similar to full rncuth

scores. Downer ( 49 ) showed that partial recording was not

capable of detecting atI individuals with gingiviÈis or

periodont.itis in a prevalence survey. IIis st.udy populatíon

was small, selective and the perioclontit'is experience in the

nroon was low, casting some doubt on the validily c¡f his

finding.

The w.Il.o TRS 62I methods ate being Lested by various

groups in different parts of the world. Approximately 2000

record-ings from 13 countries were available for statist'icaI

analysi-s, one of the tentative conclusions was that the

part IA recor ng me

the ful-I mouth periodontal cond j.tion ( 5l- ) . Hov¡ever, further
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analysis revealed that partial recorclings gave a fairly good

picture of severíty buL not of prevalence ( 5 ). Prevalence

data of the various diseases are important parameters and are

required if the treatment needs of a population are to be

appropriatelY assessed.

-tí
f:

,tI

I

l

I
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2.7 PERIODONTAL DISEASE DISTRIBUTION

*************Jr******************

2.7.L EARLY PERIODONTAL SURVEYS

Along q/ith the development of various periodontal

disease indices in the late fifties and early sixties, there

were numerous epidemiological studies of periodontal disease

undertaken. Notably $/ere those conducted under the auspices

of the Interdepart-ment.al Committee on Nutrition for National

Defence (I.C.N.N.D") of the United States, and other series

organized by the W.H.O.

The I.C.N.N.D. surveys htere carried out in Alaska,

Ethiopia, Peru, Equador, Chile, Columbia, Thailand, Vietnam,

Burma , Ivlalaya , Uruguay, Nort.h-east Braz i I , the West Indies ,

Jordan, Lebanon, l{igeria, tsolivia, and in the B1a-ckfeet

Indians in the United States (I43). Comparison of Ehe

findings was made possible as the same survey methodology anC

indices were emploized ( Tab1e Ir. 1) .

A National Healih Survey of the United Stai-es adult

populat.ion $ras carried out. during 1960-52 (Table TI.2). The

Dental Division of t.he W.FI.O" co¡rduct-ed sirnilar studi-es ilt

Sudan, Iran, Ceylon, Nigeria and India (Table III.3) (!251

143). Other perioContal surveys usin.g a diversity of nrethods

but yieJ-ding corroborative qual-itative results were carried

out in other parl-s of t.he wor1d, including Canada, various

-r-----

r',1

'LJ

I partrs of

Pacific,

tne unrteq ÞËates r r\Qr waY r

Israel, and. Australia.

I
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Table II.1 Average P.I. of civilians aged 40-49 in varioqs

countries (143).

Population group P.I. (average)

I

Baltimore ( whi.te )

Colorado Springs

Alaska - prímitive Eskimo

Equador

Ethiopia

Baltimore fnegrol

Vietnam

Colombia

Alaska urban Eskimo

Chile

Lebanon

Thailand

Lebanon - Pal-est.inian refugees

Burma

Jordan civilíans

Vietnam - Hill tribesman

Trinidad.

Jordan - Palestinian refugees

* MaÌes only **

I. 03

1. 04 **

1. 17*

1. 85

1. 86

r. 99

2. 18

2.2r

2.31.*

2.7 4

2.98

3. 30

3.52

3. sB

3. 96

3 .97

4.2L.

4.4L

i

li

ìr
.I

Èl

.i',

40-44 only

,L
I

r
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Table IL.2 Periodontal statusr by

L960'62 (from Johnson'

1965), in (143).

Age Àverage P"I. t with Pockets

age and sexr U

Kelly and van

S

Kirk

Average O.H.I.-S.

Men

L8-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-7 4

75-79

Women

L8-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

5s-64

65-7 4

75-79

0 .62

0.92

L.27

r.62

2.L5

2.50

2.9L

0. 48

0. 60

o.82

I.23

1. 56

L.62

2.94

10

22

30

37

46

5B

60

I
1

I

5

6

7

IO

T2

2L

30

36

33

54

1.9

2"L

2.5

2.2

L.2

L.2

r.2
I 5

1.6

1.6

1.9

_{I
I

¡l
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Table II.3. Average P.I. in countries

W.H.O. sponsorship (143).

Age Ceylon Sudan

village Urban

5-9 0.99

10-14 0.65 1.40

1s-19 0.84 1.23

20-29 1.64 1.38 1.76

30-39 3. 06 2.34 2.42

40-49 4.36 3.49

s0-s9 5.23 4.07

60+ 5.97

surveyed

Iran

r. 49

1. 30

L.94

3. 00

3.37

under the

India

RuraI

r.53*

,k Aged 19-30
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2.7 .2 SO¡,18 EUROPEAN SURVEYS

Several surveys in Great griLain

periodontal disease to be highly prevalent and

untreated (L52, 153 ).

found severe

was general.ly

More recenLly an epideiniological. survey of periodontal

disease in Dutch adults was carried out in five regions of

the Netherlands (123). 11337 randomly sallrpIed employees were

examined by calibrated examiners, using the Vir.H.O. L977

survey methods rvith slight modification. A summary of their

findings is presented below:

of the popul.at j.on examined 19. BE $/ere eclentul.ous 'ranging from 3.9t in tire L5-24 year olds t-o 64.7* in t-he 55'l'
age gtóup, while calcultrs deposiL was founcl in 79.38 ancl 100*
of the two age groups respective.ì-y. fhe p::evaletrce ancl
severity of " iñtenée gi.ngiv-i-tis " inc::eased with â9ê, lower
levels ãe erilucation, and there \A7as a tendency towards lower
level.s of gingivj.Lis emong fen'.ales. One or rn'ore per:iodontal
pocket.s of - 3mm or deeper were found in 53.33 of all dentate
þopulation ( 60 . 9'+ af males and 46 " 5t of femaies ) , increas ing
ivilfr age to 8I"Bt in t.he 55+ age group. Pockets of 6nun or
more íoere found in I0.18 of the study population. The
authors noted that whereas the W.H. O. L977 crit'eria lr'êr€
practical and reliable for the assessment of preval-ence ancl

ãeverity of periodontal disease, the assessrnenL of treatrnetrt
need left much to be desired.

Flansen and Johansen surveyed L77 ranclornly sarnpl-ed 35

year old citi zens of Os-l-o, Norway ( 66 ) . The períodr:ntal.

status was assessed according to RusseII' s P. T. and the

P.T.N.S. (Perj-odontal TreaÙment Need System), additionally

the subjects completed a questionnai::e regarding dental care.
L ¡ L: 

-t-- 
á^^¡- I ^+ /*^.-r' I ol i an

uespl_tg tng ]-a(jL Ll¡cl L Lrþ.l-(J llc¿Lr c[ rrryrr uç¿¡ç¡r2 vf yvÈ.s

ratio (1:589) and 88"98 of the sarnpl.e visi.ted a dentist
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regularly ' periodontal disease \^las found to be highly

prevalent.

The p.I. was I.30 for the total sample. only L.7Z v¡ere

in no need of- periodontal therapl' as assessed with P'T'N's'

(CIass 0); 7.72 needed motivation and oral hygiene

instruction only (C1ass A); 53.08 needed scaling in one or

more quadrants (C]ass B); 37.6t required surgical treatment

(Class C). AIl persons exatnined performed oral hygiene

procedure reguÌarly; the majority (77.82) brushed more than

once a day. However, the frequency of brushing was found t-o

have nc influence on their periodontal conclition. Although

88.9t had regular dental checkups, only L2Z reported that

they had had periodonLal treaLment. l{o stat.istically

significant differences v¡ere found in the fi.ndings among

different Sex and educal-ion groupings, however the age group

and the small sample may account for this.

Using estimates given by Finnish periodontists,

Markannen adapted the P.T.N. system to survey a grc,up of 300

facl--.ory workers, whose mealì age vlas 33.2 years (100). Of the

total estimaLecl t.reaLment need, 30E of ti.me was required for

rnc¡tivation and oral hygiene instruction, 632 for scaling and

removal of or,'et'hangs and 7Z for surgery" The mean estimate

of periodont.el treaLment need was 97 minu'tes per person and

32 minutes pe.r detrtulous jaw segment.

2.7.3 PACIFIC AREA

The people of the Pac:Lfic Islands who were still widely

dispersed in 'closed' population groups, provided an
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appropriate study of etiology and ecology of dental diseases.

Early surveys of periodontal disease in the Pacific

people revealed its wide prevalence and distribution.

Destructive periodontitis r,iras commonly observed amongst young

adu1t.s, the severity increasing with age. All older adulLs

examined were affected, except those from Manus and Fiji

(29). TabÌe lI.4 shows some of the findings. Periodontal

disease was noL confined to those in close contact wi.t'h

Eurcpean civilization (e.g. Nauruans)t it equaì-Iy affected

Lhose isolated from the European influence at. the time of

Ínvestigation (e.g. Puka-Puka) .

Barmes reviewed dental surveys of Polynesian,

Micronesian and I'lelanesian groups in the Pacif j.c IsJ-ands to

compare the pattern of dental. disease in these rprimit'ivef

societies v¡íth data from Europeans (14). llost of the surveys

\.rere done before periodontal disease indices were developed.

He concluded that lack of precise criteria for disease

measurements, haphazard, sampling, disregard for age

distribution and lack of exam.iner's calibration, contribt'.ted

to invalidat-ion of any comparabilityr particularly with

regard to periodontal- disease pattern. Barmes emphasized the

need for standard.izai:ion of indices and method, and carefnl

handling of age dístrih¡ut.ion.

WeII des ignect

periodont-al disease

valuable data toward.s

ancf documented base Il-ne

patt.ern in these people would

the understanding of sound

surveys or

have givetr

coneept of
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'normality' in the life cycle of human dent.ition.

In 1971, a joint w.H,o. and south Pacifíc commission

semin¿rr in Noumea reviewed the state of dental diseases in

the South Pacific. Subsequent.ly, Masi reported that

periodontal disease was highly prevalent- and constituted a

public health problem, throuqhout the entire region (101).

Prevalence of calculus was widespread even in young chíldren.

Periodontal disease was report.ed to be more prevalent in

urbatì areas and least So in remote rural areas. The

situation seerns to be worse in American Samoa, where 1008 of

the 30-34 year age group had periefle¡f-i-t'ís and 33-82t had

pockets aeepei than 6 mm.
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Table II.4 Prevalenee of periodont.al disease* in the Pacific

area (from Cadel1, P.8., (103) 1960)-

Territory Author Year Age Prevalence

rePorted

Fiji

Nauru

Manus

Papua New

Guinea

Nev¡ Guinea

Puka-puka

Davies

CadeII

Kirkpatríck

Cameron and

S inclair

Williams

Davies

1948 )

1949 )

1959

L937

L947

1958

3-20

adults

r1- 20

21.+

all ages

L6-29

30+

10-15

II- 2O

21-30

3I+

s-10

11-15

2L-40

41-50

5-t0

L3-24

3I

50

40

96

4B

29

91

67

2L

6I

93

22

80

86

100

54

75

from

1956

R aratonga McDowell 1953

Raratonga Faine and 1951

Ilercus

Western Sarnoa Vtíl1iams 1939

* The t.erm tperíodontal diseaser includes alI stages'

early gingívitis Lo t,erminal periodontitis.
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2.7"4 ASIAN AREA

Moreira reviewed the result of two series of surveys

organised by I.C.N.N.D. in the 1960's and W.H.O" in the

19?0's (108)" Russell's P.I. and Greene and Vermill.ion's

O.H.I.-S. lvere used in the I.C"N.N.D. series, the W.H.O.

critería (157) or its adaptations were utilized in the W.H.O.

surveys. AÌthough t.he data may not be st.rictly comparable,

in each series uniform criteria an,l methods h¡ere used ancl

examiners were calibrated.

A National- Dental Healt.h Survey of Singapore school

popuLation aiea 6 - 18 years in 1970 showed a moderate to

high level of periodontal disease prevalence and revealed

different levels of severity among the three ethnic groups

examirred, the Malays being the worst affeeted, foll"or,øed by

the rndians and the Chinese ( 60 ).

A simi lar survey in West Ma1ays ia shorved a lower

prevalence of gingivitis among 6 - 1I year olds and mean P.T"

scores of 0.I7 among the 15 t9 years group. The P.f.

scores rose steadi.ly wit.h age up to 1.33 among the 40 44

years age group and then increased sharply to 4"48 for those

aged 55 or more (108). Majid and Abhas found a higher

prevalence of gingivitis (96.68) among L2 year old Malay

sclrool children (98). A dental surveir of. 41707 persons aged

3 - 54 years in Hong Kong in L967-68 revealed approximately

examiners for:nd that less than I8 of adults had teeth
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indicated for exLraction due to periodontal disease' implying

that the disease may have been "contained" or inactive in the

largely Chinese population (108).

In the PhíItípines ' the prevalence of periodontal

dÍsease was foúnd to be slightly lower than in other Asian

countries. Períodontitis affected 3.38 of the 20 24 year

olds, the percentage increased with age up to 48.18 among

Lhose age<l 55 year:s or more ( 108 ) .

Tlraj-land and South Vietnam shov¡ed some of the highest

mean P.I" .scores with approximately 60* of male citizens

exhibiting pocket formation and dest.ruct.ion of tooth

supporting structure (Table II. 5 ) (1421 . Ramfjord' using

P.D.I., and Greene, usi.ng P.I. and O.H"I.S., eonducted the

I{.H.O. oral health survey i-n Indi-a duríng L957 and confirmed

previous findings in that. almost I008 of perscns examined. hacl

periodcntal disease ( 125 ) . While true pockeL formation vtas

r:are befo::e the age of 15 years (3ã)' the raLe oi periodorrtal

destruction seemed io go urrabate<l from then on so that by t-he

age of L7 years, I28 exhibited periodontal pockets and the

severity continued to increase throughou.t life. Calculus

forraatiorr waÍi f:our:d to be heavier than lvas gerrerally seen irr

Idest.ern popul.ations .

fn a longituclinal study of

periodonLal. disease by Löe et

Lhe natura.l progression of

al. a group of Sri Lanlcan tea

#ourer, ,rïere serially examined over a period sf mo=e Lhan I

years ( 95 ) " Generally, early and severe manif estations o-f
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periodontal disease were observed. Approximately 30t of t5

year old Sri Lankans showed loss of periodontal- attachmenL

measuring between 2-9 ltrn. The disease progressed colrtinu-

ously at a relatively even pacer and by 40 years of age this

group had lost approximately 30 to 35t of the total perio-

dontium.
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TABLE II.5

AGE

Average P.I. scores by age in South Vietnam and

Thailand (141, L42).

, THATLAND SOUTH VIETNA¡4

15-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50+

0. 41

0.72

L.97

3. 06

s. 54

0" s3

0. 66

1.53

2.62

4.59
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2.7.5 AUSTRALIA

There is a paucíty of da-ta on periodontal status of the

AusÈralian adult. population. Quite a number of surveys on

school children have been done; adult. surveys, however, have

been confÍned to special groups such as the Armed Forces.

Barnard and Minns organized a survey involvirrg I'354

subjects randomly sampled from the Sydney metropolitan area

( t8 ) . The daLa collected included periodontal status

according to W.H.O. 1-97L method. The examination was carried

out by more than 100 dentÍsts who were given v"rítten

instructions but not calibrat.ed, and the results on

periodontal sÉatus hrere unpu-b1ished.

LiIienthal, Amerena and Gregory examined 854 d-enta-1

patients in several Melbourne suburbs (88)" The group was

chosen to yield samples from upper middle, lower mj.ddle ancl

working class populations. They found that. none of the

following parameters had stat.istically significant effects on

the P.I. scores : race, skin colour, edueation 1.eve1 ,

occupation an'jl smoking habit. Toothbrushing frequency,

however, was signÍf icantly co::relaLed wit.h it." The scores try

age are presenteci in Table II.6.
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Table II.6 Average P.I. and O.H.I. scores of dental patients

' in Melbourne (88).

Age Mean P.I. Mean O.H'I'

5-14

L4-24

25-34

3s-44

45-54

55+

0. 63

r. 00

1. 45

2. 07

2.72

2.49

0. 66

1. 08

1. 61

1. 91

2. 10

2.2L
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DaIe studíed the prerralence of caries and periodontal

disease in a group of 17-29 years old Regular Army troops and

National Service conscri.pts ( 39 ) " He found sIíghtly less

prevalence and severity of periodontal clisease compared t.c:

civilians studied by Lilienthal et al. He also noted the

close association of periodontal disease with age and oral

hygiene.

Newcomb assessed the periodontal treat,ment- requ.irement-s

of randomly sarnpled I87 defence forces personnel ( 112 ). He

used a "Periodontal T¡:eatment RequiremenL" (P. T. R. ) Index,

which, similar to the Norwegian P.T.N.S", related the treat-

ment to a "p"áific 
situaLion.

Segment.al recording of the index, based on clinical and

radiographic examinaLion of al] teet.h ' tr{as done. P.I. and

O.H.I.-S scores were also taken. The mean P.I. of the grc,up

v¡as 1.49 with individual scores ranging from 0.2 Lo 6.6. The

mean O,H.I.-S scores was 1.85. Using the P.T.R. Index, he

found that none had all six segments free of periodont-al.

disease. P.T.R. scores no greater than t was found irr 38.53,

which represenLed "oedematous gingivitis and/ot ealculus",

requiring scalíng, polishing and oral hygiene instruc*;ion.

About 40t had P"T.R. seores of 2 and 3 v¡hich representeti

"fibrous gingivit.is" and "early periodontitis" respectively,

and according t.o the index, these groups t¡eeded simple

periodontal surgery, involving an average of 2 segments per

and. 5), involving an average of over 3 segtnent.s per pe!:son"
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Anatysis of t.he overall P. T. R. of t.he gr:oup showed that 53 . 6*

of all segments required only scaling and improved plague

control. The author emphasised the value of the dent'al

hygienist in the provision of treatment. It is not possible

to extrapolate these findings to the general population but

iL may be reasonable to assume that it. is unlikely that' the

adult civilian populations would have any better perioContal

health than t.he medically fit and preclominantly young defence

personnel.

A

examined

the most

hygiene

(106).

Dental survey in

B:2 people age,J 2l

preva-ient treatment

instructíon" ( 65t )

Bussell-or:, Western Australia,

39 years in 1978 and revealed

need to be "prophylax-i-s and o::al

for mild periodontal disease

An international collaborative study under the auspi.ces

of the W.H.O. examj,ned a small sample of adul-ts in Syclrrey'

using a slightly modified P.I. (17). Ttie periodontal disease

status was found to be moderat.ely low, with average P.T.

scores of I.10 for fernales, 1.37 f.or ma1es, 1.1,9 and L.26 for

metropolitan and non-mel-ropolil-an dweilers respecbively. As

far aS can be ascertained there is no coto-prehens ive

periodontal epidemiological data on the general tr)opulation of

white Australians.

Studies on

Aborigines ï¡ave

literature ancl

presentecl. A

the dental stat,us

lÌrequent.ly

fir:dings

of the Austr:a

documenLed in

an

beerr more

the periodontal
seri es of sLuclies on

the

of sorne

Cenl-ra1

of these are

Austral, i an
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Abori-gines in Yeundumu Set.tlement, near Alice Springs '
reported that 58.58 of the 103 persons examined in 1955 ha'l

gingivitis, which vtas generally "mild" (36). Two main types

of gingival condition were described as hyperplastic

gingivitis associated wit.h lower anterior crowding in younger

subjects, an<l limited marginal gingivitis associated with

small amounts of calculus around a few teeth. The age group

of the population sample were not mentioned.

Examination of pre-rvhite Aborgingal sku1ls resulted in

the observation that, although there were " s-igns of mild

gingivitis" (early perioclont.itis? ) , t.here was no evidence of

extensive recession of alveol-ar crest ( 36 ). No age

estimat-ion accompanied ihe observat-ion.

Previous expeditions to the Same settlemerrt. no'ted the

changing nature of life style and dietary pattern of the

population in the settlement ( 30 ). The authors observed that

the children's gum margin showed definite signs of "rnargínai

irrítatiotlrr. However, after having "gone bush" for a felv

months and resuming the more traditional dietary patterrr 
'

those same children showed definite gingival improvement'.

The general

suggest. that the

nomadic life style

observat.ion made at +'he time seemed to

Australian Abori-gines whc, still led a

and retaj-ned their traditional diet, haC

healthl' teeth attd

reported of the-

supportÍng struc{-ures. M y s]-m r

Àbori.Eines at settl-ernenLs in Arnhem l,and in
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1948 and 1949 ! ". . . clespite aR almost compl-ete absenee of

toothbrushing oral hygiene $7as remarkably good' calculus

formation rare, alt.hough Lhere was generalized advanced

peridontal d.estruction in the older group" (73).

This appears Lo be j-n contrast to findings in other

similar societies where perioclontal disease was consistently

found to be a severe problem. It is unfortunate t'hat those

earlier stuclies lacked definitive and quantitative assessment

of periodontal disease"

While it is unwise to rnake direct comparison without

similar assåssment methods and consideration of other

relevant variabl-es, it remains an ínteresting observaLÍon

that a particular ethnic group, the pre-white Australian

aborigines, was reported to be relativel-y free from a disease

which so universally inflicts other populations"

A eursory look at more recent studies on AborigÍnai

popul-ation gave the impressíon that generally perioclontal

disease prevalence was found to be mucÌr higher (Table II.7).

The implication was that this was a manÍfestation of their

changed life styte and environment í74). It is likely'

however, that more precise meLhotlology may have been

responsible.
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Table I'T.7 Studies of periodontal disease among Aust.ralian
Aboriginal people ( adapted f::om Homan ' 1977 ) (7 4) "

Authors Year No Age Comments Prevalence
t

Campbell 1939 350 AIl ages No artificial oral
hygiene. Infrequency
of marked periodontal
les íons

ì'Ioody L9 49 1557 A1I ages Generalized gingival
hypertrophy (?) is
universal

Barrett 1953 224 AII ages Chronic A5-ngivítis v/as
more general in adult.s

Cran 1957 I03 ? A very limited marginal
gingivitis

R eade 1965 17I All ages Little evídence of gross
periodontal pathology
even in aged i.ndividuals

50

100

59
( 195s )

43
( 19s6 )

2

84

?

Homan and L973
Davies

Stockwell L974 ?

307 6r8r10
12 and
35-44

?

1975 L67 4-15

L977 202 6 age
groups

6-49

83 16-70

Prevalenee and site- 94-100
prevalence of periodontal
disease was high

General lack of periodontal ?
disease in spi-te of low
sLandard of oral hygiene

YuIe

Homan

Schams- 1980
chula et al

Periodontal scores hzere
high

Very high prevalence in Almost
alt. age groups, more 100
severe r+'ith with increasing
age

Very high prevalenee, the 92
severity increased with
age PI range from I.7 in
L6-23 yrs. to 4,8 in >
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The wgrld wide survey demonsLra.ted t'he ubiquitious

nature of periodontal disease. No race has been reported t-o

be entirely free from it. In contrast to dental caries'

which is a recent phenomena, evidence of periodontal disease

has been found in the skull of ancient man' and it has

continued to afflict man since then.

Subramanian, in 195I, reported periodontal disease to

t.he cause of 69g of extractions among hospital patients

India. t"lehta reported simitar findings in 1958 (120).

be

l_n

A survey of nearly 40 r 000 dent.al patient.s conducted by

the i\,merican bental Association in ]-.g52 showed that for males

aged 35 years and over, and. females aged 40 years and over,

periodontal disease was the reason for tv¡o to three ti¡nes as

ma.ny ext.ractions as dental caries ( 120 ) .

Roder projected findings of tooth loss in south

Austral.ia¡ s population ( 135 ) " He found that 1. 33 of 15-24

yea.r olds were edentulous, incr:easing to 17.4t in the 35-44

age group and 77.82 for the 65+ a.ge group. A study of the

causes of tooth loss in dental paÈients in South Aust-ralia

found that 25.6t of extractions in aII age groups vüere <lue Lo

periodontal disease ( B0 ). In the 40-70 year old patients 
'

more than 508 of tooth extractions were due to periodontal

disease.

^âr1ôct^--^? ^--^-5 -^..*r -: ^^

:"t
r4

\rel¡e¿ cir ry t III r.¡gv E-Lv[/su vvLt¡¡ u! ¿r'9 t

experience is high, periodont,al disease and caries account

Þ
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f.or about. the same amount. of total tooth Loss. As the ef f ect

of water fluoridation and other preventive measures become

manifest, the number of teeth exposed to the risk of

periodontat disease will increase markedly.jt,

I

J
$
l

r
I
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3.I STUDY POPULATION

********************

3.1.1 SELECTION OF STUDY POPULATION

The initial intention râIas to study a sample of aclult

populaÈion of the Adelaide Statistical division, an area that

irrcorporaLes approximately 70* of the stater s adult

population. As resources were extremely limit.ed, iÈ wa.s not

possible t.o randomly sarnple the whole population, a

nconvenience" sample was therefore sought. The following

study populations were considered:

The armed forces - members of this group were medically

f Ít, were providecl v¡ith free dental treal-menL, and were

considered to be a non representat.ive population.

Random selection from the t.elephone lísting was met wit.h

abysmally poor response.

A large organization wit.h members drawn from diverse

socio-economic backgrounds agreed t.o involve it.s community

but response vJas very poor.

ft was not possible to associate with any of the pliograms

of the Community and Preventive l"ledicine Department of the

UniversiÈy of Adelaide or the Dent.al Health Branch of the

S.A. Hea1th Commission.

OutpaLients from Ophthalmic clinics at the Royal Adelaide

Hospital antl a. private practice were considered suitable r &s

eye disorders affect a wide age range, are not sex relatecl

and do not. affect the course of periodontal disease except

perhaps indirectly in diabetic retinopathy. It could be

argu t ^!dL e percen 9eo pa en SU er ng rom

diabetes retinopaLhy Inay reflect that of the general
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population and therefore need not' be a source of bias.

Employees of Government Departments or Industrial groups

were also considered suitable.

A pilot survey was carried out and 25-44 years oI<1

patients from the ophthalmic clinic were chosen as the study

population. The pitot survey served as a trial for the

design, orgarrization, procedure and requirements of the

survey and several minor alterations r¡i¡ere made to the survey

format at that stage.

Employees of an industrial- company \47ere selected as the

" con\renience'i study population for the main Survey. The

managemenL of General Motor Holden Cotnpany agreed to host the

project, but only voluntary participation was aIlowed. After

discussion with the Company's Medical Superintendent and

Personnel Officer, multiple "Staff & Fact-ory notices" were

issued to aII employees, which explained the fort.hcoming

survey and urged employees to participate.

Voluntary participation ancl sampling control requirerJ-

reconciliation and considerable effort v/as macle to reduce

population bias in the main survey, by repeated invitations

and discussions wi{:h plant supervisors who in turn encouraged

their team members to participate. The examiners also made

concerted atternpts to provide counsel and advice wÍth optirnai.

empathy to encourage greater participation, and free toot'h

I E1 ---J
----L 

ì ^!-rJl ulrI¡ t

It -i-s

L(.)(JLIIPC!:5LC t L¡'el¡l-ctI rILrÞìt Ctllu yclri.!/l¡-LçLe- wç!s t/!vv

assumed that part.icipation -in the main survey was
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equivalent to

population.

a simple random sampling of the company

The relevant background variables were recorded and in

this v¿ay the study population was defined rvith regard to

ethnic grouping, a9êr sex and socio-economic status.

3.I.2 PROFILE OF THE STUDY POPULATION

A total of 680 employees participated in the study, the

51-2 male and 16I f emale partic ipants h¡ere a good

cross-section of the Company's population wÍth respect to

âgêr sex and occupation (Table III.i). Distribution by age

and sex of dentate and edentulous subjects are shown in Tabl-e

III.2 and socio-economic distributi"on in Table III" 3. The

small number of female and high socio-economic participants

accurately reflected the companyrs composition. The mean age

of the participants \^¡as 38.4 years for fetnales and 37.8 years

for ma1es.

The percent.age of edentulcrus sub jects was low in

comparison to the general- community (46 , 135 ) and was

probably an under-representation of the edentulous population

within the company. The 38 edentulous subjects tvere excludecl

from furLher detailed analysis as their pattern of dental

behaviour would be quite different from those of the dentates

(27r 72) and their numbers too snrall for separate analysis"

Their oral examinaLion data vrere not relevant to the present
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Approximately half of those surveyed considered

themselves to be "Australian", the other half V¡ere comprised

of Brítish, European and other ethnic aroups (Tab}e III.4).

Compared to the general population of Adelaide' the present

group has a larger component of "non-Australians".

:]
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i Table III.I The ratio of survey participants to the company

population, by age, sex and occupation.

BY AGE

Age natio#

L7-24 L6.7

25-29 2L.r

30-34 r8.8

35-39 16.1

40-44 23.0

45-64 11.6

A1I ages 16.0

BY SEX

Sex Ratiotf

BY OCCUPAÎTON

Occupation Ratio#

IvI

F

14. r
26.4

Upper

Middle

Lower

18. 5

34. 8

13. I

# rhe percenLage of the study population from equívalent

sub-groups in the company's population.
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Tab1e T.IT.2 Population distribution by age and sex.

AGE

( YEARS )

DENTATE EDENTULOUS TOTAL

M F M F

L7 -24

25-29

30-34

3s-39

40-44

45-64

,95

69

60

46

69

L49

2l

2L

L6

t2

50

34

2

6

6

4

I
19

II6
90

76

64

),26

208

ALL AGES 488 154 24 (4.7r)# L4 (7.72)# 680

# percentages within males and females subgroups.
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Table III.3 Population percentage distribution by

socio-economic status (S.8. S" ).

S.E.S. TNDICATOR

s.E. s. OCCUPATION INCOME EDUCATTON

Upper

MiddIe

Lower

N. A.

5.1

20.4

74.4

L7.2

s9 .9

22. L

0.8

8.2

43.1

48. I
0.5

|i[ = 680

N.A. = no ansvrer/not applicable.

i

I

1

Ì

I

l
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Table III.4 PopuJ-ation dist'ribution by ethnic groups

ETHNIC GROUPING MALE FEMALE ALL

Asian

Australian

Brit.ish

European

Others

288

64

158

2

2

47

9t

27

I

2

33s

155

18s

3

(0.3)

(49.3)

(22.g',)

(27.2)

(6.4)

TOTAL 512 168 680

Percentages in parenthesis

I

I

I
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3.2 THE QUESTÏONNAIRE

***** tr* *** ** * * * **** * **

A questionnaire was carefully designed to obtain the

desired information. To simplify the subjects I task and

reduce the non-response rate I a multiple choice format was

used for all but one open-ended question. The questionnaire

\.ras self -admini-stered to avoid interviewer I s bias and

influence (I).

Issues addressed in the questionnaire were

socio-demográphic data, Pattern of dental service

utilization, oral health habits, Pêriodontal care experience,

perception of periodontal disease and its treatment need

(Appendix 1).

3.2.L ETHNTC GBOUPING

Disparity in periodont-al dísea.se preval.ence and severity

has been observed in different ethnÍc aroups, although it. is

generally believed that educational and socio-economic leve1s

are more likely +-o be the influencing factor rather than

ethnicity per se. The decision to classify the survey

popula{:ion by ethnic Arouping had to be considere,il if they

d.if f erecl signif icantly from the general community ethnic

compos i tion "

During discussion with the Company's PersonneÌ Officer

immigrants ancl ethnic groups were therefore categorized into
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Asian, Australian, British, European and rothersr. As some

language difficulty might be encountered, translations of the

survey forms in to Greek, German and Ttalian u¡ere made a¡rd

two of the survey staf f \,{ere multi-Iingual. Ethnic grouping

had not been done for the pilot survey as preliminary enquiry

revealed no distinctly different pattern of ethnic groups

among the clinic population compared to the general

community.

3.2.2 SEX GROUPING

Studies in developed countries tend to indicate Èhat

females generally have a more favourable health behaviour and

slight.ly better periodontal health t.han males although the

findings have been inconsistent. On the othe¡: hand' earlier

studies in developing countries recorded the opposite

observations and Waerhaug suggested that the frequent

childbearing and t.he common state of malnutrit.ion mighL have

been conLributing facLors ( 165 ). Because sex may be

associat.ed with períodontal disease patLern and dental

behaviour it rtTas decided to include sex as a background

variable.

3.2.3 AGE GRCUPING

PerioContal disease has consistently been shown to be

more pr:evalent and severe with increa.sing age. The age range

bet,ween 25-44 years is of interest. since there has been

sufficj.ent exposure time to allow the establishment of

periodontal disease (i.e. n'.orbidity) but insufficient time to

result in widespread tooth mortality. In the present study

this aqe ranse was subdÍvidecl into 4 equal aqe groups: 25 -29,

30-34, 35-39 and 40-44. Those younger than 25 years and
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older than 45 years \ùere generally assumed to be reasonably

homogenous with regard to periodontal disease destruction and

the amount of tooth loss to justify open ended age groupings.

3.2. 4 SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

Socio-economic strata has often been associated with the

prevalence of periodontal disease. Its influence is

generally considered to be indirectly exerted through the

concomitant increase of awareness of better oral health

pract-ices in the higher strat.a. Three commonly used

indicators of socio-economic status were employed:

occupation, education and income.

Richard c Barmes, in an extensive review suggested that

education appeared to be more closely related to oral health

than occupation or income level ( 130 ). "Education level" in

the present study was measured as the individuals I own

experience because it implied ínternalization of concepts.

Occupation and incomer oD the other hand, signified more Lhe

ability to purchase dent.al care rather than necessarily, the

socÍalization experience and a$¡areness of the principles of

better oral health pract.ices. The breadwinner I s occupation

ancl total family income were seen as the appropriate

indicators, which applied to al"1 nrembers of the family. The

three indicators do intercor¡:e1aLe ( I14 ) , and by measuring

all three it was hoped to gain a more appropriat-e

socio-economic stratif ication. A quest.ion on income l-evel

nay be frequenLly left unanswer-ed, when the occupational and

he
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socio-economic indicators.

The socio-economic index used in the present study was

formulated with some difficulty, and the stratifications were

generally arbitrarY.

It was endeavoured to use similar measures as those used

by the Austral.ian Bureau of StaListics (116) for occupational

strata, although the Bureau's classification was not based on

stratification of social or economic status. It was based on

occupational characteristics such as the function involved,

training reguired and type of material worked on. The major

nine occupatíon caLegories v¡ere condensed into three

occupational levels. The levels were <lesignaied "executive

level, white collar and blue collar workers" in the pilot

survey.

For the main survey' assuming that most of the

participants \dere breadwinllers , the Company I s relatively

símpIe occupai:ional hierarchy lvas used as a basis for tha

occupat.ional index, which in turn can be related to the

occupational classification used by the Australian Bureau of

Statistics" The "upper" occupation level inc1u,Jes managerial

positions (from general foreman to executives), the "middle"

Ievel corresponds to factory supervisors anrf office workers

and the "Iower" level- covers factory workers.

S ng ¡ã e ê n

adjusted median and average

ra eì.Iflì âVv'âf

inconre
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survey, arbitrary income strata were drawn. For the pilot

survey the income l-eve1 index was therefore "upper" for those

whose annual income exceeded $15,000, "middle" for

$8,000-$I5r000 earners,"Iower" for those earning less than

$8 r 000, and the upper and lower boundaries adjusted to

$17r000 and $I0r000 respectively for the main survey.

The educational index categorized the firsL ten years of

schooling or less as "lower" let¡el-. The "middle" level was

intended to cover further training such as technician and

trade certificat,e courses and "upper" Ievel represented a

completed tertiary education or its equivalent.

3.2.5 DENTAL SERVTCE UTTLTZATTON, ORAL HYGTENE AND

PERIODONTAL CARE

rn addition to the above demographic data, issues

addressed in the questionnaire \{ere:

the time interval since the last. dental visit.

the reguJ-aríty and frequency of dental- visits.

the rnain reason for non-utilization of dental service.

oral hygiene habits.

- past experience of periodontal care.

the subjects' own percept.ion of periodontal disease and

treaLment need.

Selecte<l questions v/ere worded as

service-utilization survey format ( l-1Bb)

sections of National l{ealth Surveys

tn the

the

I^I. H. O

and dental

AUSETAIJ.An
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Question 7 of the Questionnaire ( see Appenclix 1)

attempted to measure the subjects I actual use of dental

service facilities: "How long ago did you last see anyone

abOut. y6ur teeth and gUmS?" The term "anyone" was chrosen, to

include dental personnel other than dentist. The next two

quest.ions examined the regularíty and frequency of dental

visits. Question 10 was addressed to those who had noL

obtained dental care within the preceding L2 months. Oral

hygiene habits were dealt with in question Il and L2.

Question 13 was designed to assess v¡hether or not

periodontal disease had been diagnosecl in the past. The

ansvrers need to be viewed with cauLion as they rely ol) the

subjeets recollection or interpretat.ion of their dentists'

clinical findings, and the assumption that their dentist

informed the patient.s of ttreir finding. In periodontal care'

it is imperative that the patient be made aware of the

disease presence as treatment depends largely on his

involvement in assuming responsibility for plaque conLrol.

Theref ore question 13 was cons i-dered a vali c1 means of

assessing perioclontal care delivery. Question L4, asking

whether or not treatment was obtained if periodontal disease

was diagnosed, vtas also based on similar approach as question

13. The subjects I perception of disease presence $¡ere

assessed in guesti.on 15 and their desire or intention to

obtain treatment, a further step Lowards actual service

utilizatj.on, was also assessed.

The final question was an open-ended o!le, dealinq with
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the type of dental treatment the participants thought they

needed. The ansl,rrers were later coded into checkup t

restOrations, exl-ractiOns, dentures, "Scale and polish" and

ttothgrs".
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3. 3 THI¡ ORAL EXAMINATION

*************************

The principal objective of the oral examination was to

deterrnine the teeth present., the perioclont.al status and

treatment requirement of the subjects as a group, in

descriptive epÍdemiological form. The study assessed the

most comm.on form of periodontal disease, chronic Aingivitis
and periodontitis.

The epid.emiological method used was published in a

w.H.O. Technical Report Series no. 62L and is referred Lo as

the TRS-621 method (52). The method was slightly modified as

described and a fuII mouth recording method was adopted from

which partial recording accuracy could be analysed later.

Ì-DI notat-i-on was used in the examination form, which is shown

in appendix 2.

3. 3. 1 GTI{GIVITIS

Gingivitis was assessed using a bleeding index: score 0

for no bleeding and score I for its presencer on gentle

inl-erproximal probing of the gingival crevice or pocket until

the resistanee of the dentogingival fibers r,''as felt.

The use of bleeding inclex obviat.ed the need for

standard-i z ed lighting required f or visual assessmen+- of

gingivitis (e.9. colour, consistency), and such index has

been shown to be a good clinical measure of early gingivitis

as well a-s in'Sicator of active perioilonta

cou,nting of blee.ding gingivae hras simple, and had the
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potential to increase examinerst consistency. Gingivitis l{'as

considered to be a good estimator af. the efficacy of the

usual oral hygiene regime rçhereas plaque score, only ind.i-

cated the amount of plaque present at the recording t.ime.

Moreover, individual host resistance is not taken into

aecount when using plaque scores, whereas ít is inherent

rvithin the measurement of gingival inflammation.

The bleeding assessment was recorcled after probing for

pocket depth measurement in each quadrant. However, if

bleeding was profuse, it was recorded directly. The two

sulci in each interproximal area were considered as one unit

anrL reco::deá against the tooth distal to it. This method

allows t.he extraction of partial recording data prescribed Ín

the TRS-621 report;

3.3.2 PERIODONTITIS

The measurement of periodontitis '$tas achieved by

quantifying the periodontal pocket. The method adopt,ed

measured the l¡ase of the pocket from the gingival margin on

the four: aspects of all standing teeth except. third nto-lars "

In the maxilla, the assessments of mesial and distal surfaees

were made from the buccal aspect, in the mandible they were

made using a lingual approach.

The periodontal probe designed to the TRS-621 specific-

ation v¡as not availabte aL the time and new colour coded

periodontal probes (American Dental C"V.4) were used for t.he

ma n sì,rrvey, a o

favour cf the clearly visible, colour coded 3 and 6 n'm grad-

uat.ion.
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The pocket index for the main survey was:

Score 0: clinical gingival sulcus of 3 mm or less,

" l-: pocket depth greater than 3 mm but less than 6 mm,

" 2: pockets of 6mm or deePer.

Detailed account of measurement method is presented in

Appenilix 4.

3.3.3 CALCULUS

OnIy the absence and presence of calculus was recorded

(score 0 and I respectively) and no different.iation was made

betrveen supra- and sub-gingival calculus.

3.3. 4 RECESSION

Although the TRS-62I recommended the measurement of

gingival recession, such measurement vlas abandoned after Lhe

pilot stucly as it was considered an inconsistent measure of

periodontal dísease manifestation.

3.3.5 TREATMENT NEED

The assessment of treatment needs demands that the

prognosis of the disease be computed from the factors of âgêr

duration of clisease process and host resistance or disease

severity as well as the anticipated lifespan of the subject.

All-hough an index of treatment need had been formulated, it

was recognized that a reasonable leeway of examiners' judge-

ment would operate. The treatment need was assessed for each

quadrant and assigned one of the following scores:

Score I : No positive score in the quadrant no treatment

required.

need for oral hygiene education.
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Score 3 : Calculus on pocket score of I for one on more teeth

in the quadrant, indícating the need for scaling

and oral hygiene education.

Score 4 : A pocket score of 2 for one or more teeth in the

quadrant indicating a more intensive periodontal

treatment need and oral hygiene educat'ion.

Score 5 : Generalized advanced periodontal destruction with

severe loss of function indicating extraction of

remaining teeth.

Cal.culatíon of Èreatment time requirements

using estimates suggested by the vt"H.O. (52) and

dontal Treatirent Need System or P . T. N. S. ( 79 ) .

v¡as done

the Perío-

I --i
I
I

T
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3.4 PARTIAL RECORDING ASSESSMENT

*********************************

FuI] recording data from the maín survey were compared

with several partial recording data derived from itr in the

following manner:

Method I : FuI} recording : All 4 surfaces of all

teeth present (third molars exclu,iled).

" II : AIl 4 surfaces of t.he six index teeth.

" III : 3 surfaces of the six index Leeth

(buccomesíal., buccal and buccodistal

surfaces of maxillarY teeth and

linguomesial, lingual and linguodistal

surfaces in mandibular teeth.
rr IV ¿ 2 surfaces of the six index teeth

according t.o t.he original TRS 621-

recoiltmendation (buccomesial and buccal

surfaces of maxillarY teet'h and

Iinguomesial and lingual surfaces of

mandibular teeth).

The síx index teeth were : 16tzL,24,36,4L,44 (ì'DI

notaÈion), with distal neighbouring teeth as substitute

should ar)y of the index teeth be missing, but if both were

missing no Score was recorded and the mean Scores adjust'ed

accordingly. The data were evaluated using the followíng

parameters:

1. prevalence scores : the percenLage of indivicluals rvit.h

a positíve Gcores on one or more of the surfaces included in

groups I ïV.
I

þ
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2 Mean scores based on ratio of surfaces with a posít.ive

and surfaces examined in groups I IV.

Correlation coefficients based on preval-ence scores

mean scores.

score

3.

,and

Periodontal

B=

U

Pl=

P2=

parameters:

bleeding on probing.

calculus detected visually or by probing ' no

distinction was made between supra and sub

gingival calculus.

periodontaÌ pockets deeper than 3 mm but' less

than 6 mm.

periodontal pockets of 6 mm or more"

As calculus and bleeding

rather than by t.ooth-surf aces,

applicable for calculus and

calibration data where Method

bl.eeding scores,

I was compared to

scores

only

were

Method

recorded

I and

by tooth

II were

in the

IV.

except

l{ethod

Results from the calibration session were analysed to

assess the inter-examiners' variabilit-y anci the tj-mes taken

to do the recordings.
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3.5 EXAMINERS I CALIBRATION

**************************

several intra- and inter-examiners t calibrat'ions were

held using the facilities of the Denta] departments of the

Royal Adelaide and Queen Elizabeth hospitals. The 2

examiners, the candidate (W. Srikandi) and the supervísor

(N.G. C1arke), were both familiar with the examination met'hod

used in the survey ancl had used essentially the same method

int.heirdaill'clinicald.uties.ThismightaccounLforthe

ease with which intra-examiners consistency r'vas achieved"

Intra-exami.ner calibration was carried out using

patients being screened for allocation to dent'al studetrLs '

20 such patients were randomty se-'l,ected by the ::eceptionist

for duplicate examinat,ions, which were d6ne at thei'r f i'rst

appointment with the student, i.e. prior to any treatment"

Intra-examiner consistency was high for both exam'iners o wit'h

better than 80? consistency rat-io in al-I categories.

Several inker-examiners t calibration sessions were held

before satisfactory reproducibility was achieved. Resui-t of

the last calibration session is presented in Table T.II.5"

Examiners I level of agreement in prevalence scores fóIas

calculated using a consistency ratio formula, whereby t'þe

number of occasions thaL a positive Score was recorded by

both examiners v¡as divit{ed by the total number of occasions

that a positive score hlas recorded by at least one examiner,
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in percent. A1l assessments were within the acceptable limit

of at least 808 agreement. Bleeding and calculus scores in

particular were highly reproducible, while periodontal pocket

detection presented some problem as reflected by the lower

Ievel of consistency ratio. stldent's t-distribution

revealed no significant differences between prevalence

scores , nor between mean Scores, obtained by 'i:he Lwo

examiners (Table III.5).

During the Pilot studY, duPJ-icate

for 20 patients. A repeat calibration

prior to the main survey.

examination

session was

was

done

done

just.
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Table III.5 Results of inter-examiners' cal-ibration

T PREVALENCE SCORES

ExaminerI Examiner2 tval-ue{fs C.R

Bleeding

Calculus

Pocket I

Pocket 2

100

100

50

45. I

100

r00

41. 6

54.2

0. 575

-0. 57r

100

100

83.2

84. 5

MEAN SCORES

Examiner t Examiner 2 t- value#

Bleeding

Calculus

Pocket

0. 94

0.94

0. s9

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.08)

0"95

0"95

0. 63

(0"02)

(0.02)

(0.08)

-0. 250

0. 250

-0. 364

C.R. = eonsistency ratio.

( ) = standard error of the mean

n =23

#t - dist.ribution testing the hypotheses that the prerralence

Scores aS well aS mean Scores obtained by examiner 1 and

examiner 2 were equal, yielded Ehe above t-val-ues. The

hypotheses were accePted.
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3.6 SURVEY ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE

*** * **** ** *** * * * * * * * * * * * ** *¡k * * * * * * rr * **

3.6. 1 THE PILOT SURVEY

The Medicai and Nursing staff in charge of the

Ophthalmic clinic were consulted. A proLocol of the st.udy

was submitted to the Royal Adelaide Hospital Research Rer¡iew

Committee and permission to conduct Lhe survey obtained.

Arrangements for the survey were done with the clinic staffrs

co-operation.

The survey v/as conducted in trvo rooms and a waiting area

ad joining the OphL.halmic clinic. The Sister-in-charge

directed all consenting patients between the age of 25-44

years to the waiting area, where they vüere asked to answer

the self-administered quest.ionnaire, to be returned to the

examiner's desk on complet.i-on. The examiner called the next

person to be exarnined and checked t.he quesLionnaire before

conrmencing the oral examination. A cassette tape recorder

was used to record the exarnination data, which were later

transferred into t.he score sheet. The examination was

carried out with the subject. sitting upright. in a sv¡ivel

office chair with the head t-ilted back.

There were sufficient ínstruments (mouth mirrors and

periodontat probes) to last each session, obviating 1-he need

for sterilization during the session.

3. 6. 2 TI]E T'Í.A,TN SURVF]Y

Descript ion and protocol of the intende<l survey r¡/as

submitted to the mairagement of the General Motor Holden Co.
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Ltd., seeking it-s approval and support to carry out the study

involving the companyts employees. The company agreed to

participate and meetings were held wj.th the Company's

Personnel Officers and Medical Superintendent to discuss

further details. The following decisions were agreed upon:

1. Employee's participation wc¡uId be entirely voluntary.

2. Initíal invitation t.o participate in the survey would be

issued. t,hrough the Companyrs Personnel Department and other

such communicat-ions shoul.d be done in Ìi aison with the

Personnel Off icer assigned to thg project.. Iie would also

issue appointment times, in co'-ordinaLion with plant-

supervisors.

3. The survey would be carried out during the company's

working hours, inctuding some evening shift's, but

participaLior¡ tinie would be limit.ed to approximately 15

minutes per person.

4. As there \r/as no suitable siLe r.¿íthin the Cornpanyrs plant

where a dental exarninaLion area could be comfortahrly set rlÞ¡

the survey would be conducted from two mobile clental

caravans.

5. The ciental caravans were to be parked at preråeterrni-ne,å

strategic sites within Lhe Companyr s plant and supplies suclt

as electricity and water would be provided by t'he Company.

6. Consent forms \,vere to be signed by all participants.

So that d.isrupti.on to

be mininal, mosb of the

Companyr s Woodville PJ-an't.

the Company's productivity would

survey lvas carried out, at. the

Howeverr â6 the number of female
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employees at. the Woodville Plant

management agreed to extenC the

participation to female employees at'

was very

invitaLion

t,he El,izabeth

sma11, the

for survey

pIant.

Ì

The survey was conducted at the Woodvilte plant during

May vacation and at the Elizabeth plant ín late November

1980. The Director of Dental Health Services., South

Australian Health Commíssion, kindly agreed to lend trvo

mobite dental caravans for the survey in ÙIay and one caravan

for the Novernber survey.

By kind, permission frc¡rn the AdminisLrator of the Denta1

Department of the Roya1 Adelaide Hospital, survey assistants

were recruit-ecl from the dental nurses at t'he Dental

Deparl-nrent, four dental nurses joined. the survey tea.m ín May

and three in November. The nurses were briefed and

familiarízed. with the survey procedure"

Instruments obtained for the oral exami¡ration were mr¡uttr

mirrors, American Dental C.V.4 periodontal probes ' some

twee zers and instrument trays. As the caravan was equipped

with high pressure 'Athena' sterilizer, several sessions of

sterilization could be done throughout each day t^herefore

obviating the need for a large number of irrstruments.

Survey forms and stati.onery supplies 1,'tere obtaineC, and

a brief referral form wes also u.sed to convey concise

statements o.r-" the periodontal staLus to the pariicipants' otdn

I

:'t
!!
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dentist. for further assessment and management (Appendix 3).

The South Australian branch of the Australian Dental

Association was informed of the planned survey and the

referral procedures.

Several hundred toothbrushes, dent-al floss, toothpaste

and dental health pamphlets were donated by courtesy of two

dental. supply companies, to be given to survey participants

as free gifts.

Appointments were assigned to all participant.s. The

survey was cond.ucted in 2 sections:

(a) Self-administered questionnaire.

(b) OraI examination.

Participants \Àrere asked to answer t,he sel-f-administered

quest.ionnaire at. the desk ín the caravan or weaLher

permitting o using chair and table set up out.side the

caravan. He,/she was then ushered into the examinat.ion area.

The oral examination was carried out with t.he sul: ject

recJ-ining on a Yoshida hydraulic dental chair il.luminated

with Ferro sunlight dental lamp, the examíner in the I1

orclock position and the trained recorder seateci opposite.

!t

Upon completion, the

ä sealed referral form as

subject was given the free gíft and

neces sary.

I
I

l¡

I
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3.7 TREATI,IENT OF THE DATA

** ** *** ****** * ìt * * * *** *** **

wit.h the assistance from the statistician (Mr. P.

Leppard, Statistics Department, Universil-y of Adelaide), the

questionnaire and examination format lrtas assembled and coded

for ready processing. At the completion of the survey, the

forms lvere thoroughly checked before being forwarded to the

statistician for analysis.

A small number of participants declined to answer some

quesLions, particularly with regard to socio-economic s{-atus.

For all occasions these made up less than lt of Lhe

considered subgroups and were regarded to be of little

significance. Discrepancíes of t.otal percentages from 1008

occur from t.ime to time, usual.ly due to rounding of f during.

calculation and sometimes attribut.able to the non-answer

component. Where appropriate, stat.istical significance was

tested using eíther paired t-test, Chi-square or one way

analysis of variance.

:l
ùt

,t)

T

l¡

I
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CHAPTER ÏV

******lt***

RESULTS

*******

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

Results of the Pilot survey.

Results of the main survey s oral examination.

4.2.L PaLtern of missing teeth.

4.2.2 Periodontal status.

4.2.3 Periodontal treatment need.

Results of the main survey : Èhe questionnaire.

4. 3.1 Pat.tern of dental vísits.

4.3.2 Oral hygiene habit.

4.3.3 Periodontal care, experience and perception-

Cross tabulatíon of qu-estionnaire and exami-nation <lata.

Results of partial recording assessment.



4.1 RESULTS OF THE PILOT SURVEY

** * * * ** *** * ** * * * *tr * * * * * tr * * * ** * * *'

Sixty dentate patients aged 25-44 years attending the

Ophthalmic clinic partici-pated in the pilot study. The

clinic system of group appointlnents resu1ted in considerable

waiting time, in whi.ch the survey was conrlucted.. Females

predominated in the stu<1y population and the majority were in

the 25 29 years age group. Approximately 60t hacl not had

f urther form.al eclucation beyond secondary school. The

majority of males were "blue-collarl' workers, whereas Lhe

major group among females was equally divide'l -into

"whiLe-collar" and "blue-coIlar" workers. Only 58 had a

total family income of the upper level category and aboui

half of the popul"ation wãs in the lorqer inccme 1evel.

Females attended the denti-st more

the ma jority of femal.es ( 71. 58 ) had

within the preceding 12 months an<1 had

a year.

frequent.ly than males;

vis ited t.he dentist

checkups at. least once

The majorit.y of men surveyed (803) only went to see Lhe

dentist for speci.f .ic reasons, and only 2BB had visited the

dentist within the preceding 12 mollLhs. Those who had not.

had a recent dental appointment stated the tnost comnìon reason

aS "nothing wl:ong" or "too expellsive'!. Sevent.y five percenl:

sLated that they had never been told by their dentist that

t.hey had gum disease. Of the 25? who were advised otherwisr:,

hal-f obtainecl treatmenl-. Consistently ' more males stated
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that they did not think there $¡as anything htrong with Lheir

teeth,/gums. About 60t expressed the desire to seek dental

treatment.,/advice at the time. The open question regarding

the type of Lreatmentz/advice was left blank in the majority

of cases.

About 83E of males and females exhibited periodontal

pockets of 3 . 5 mm or more. Nine males ( 36 å ) had pocl<ets

deeper than 5"5 mm, seven of them from the 40 44 years age

group. Disturbingly, the other 2 were in the 25 29 age

group.

OnIy llt of fentales showed pockets deeper than 5.5 nìm'

spread over the 30 44 years age range. Almost aII persons

had gingivitis, in fact onl.y one pel:son (femal-e , 24 29

years age group) had clinically healthy gingiva, with no

det.ectable calculus or recession and :lequiring no treatment.

All oLher persons regu.ired at .least oral. hygiene instruction,

many needed simpl-e or complex periodontal- t.reatir.tent.

A few people shorved gingival recession, t'he number was

too small t.o Lest statistically but the general clirrical

impressions supported the conLention t.hat recession was a

poor indicator of presence and severity of periodontal

disease.

l"finor alterati.ons to the

stage. The rema.incler of this

survey format

chapter deals

were

with

made al-

resu It-s

this

from

the main surr/ey.
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4.2 RESULTS OF THE MAIN SURVEY : ORAL EXAMINATION

*** * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr * * * * * )k * * * * ** * *

4.2.I PATTERN OF MISSING TEETH

Tooth loss pattern showed a trend of sex specific

differences in that the percentage of edentulousness was

higher for femal-es (8.33) than males (4.72), as were the mean

numbers of missing teeth in all age groups. (Tab1e IV.l &

Fig" 1). The overall prevalence of edentulousness vtas 5.62,

approximately two thirds of these vilere in the 44-64 years age

group. Generally, there were higher percentages of

edentulous su-bjects among the lower socio-econotnic straLa,

but the numbers htere too small for furLher analysis (Table

rv .2.

The assocíation between age and toot.h loss pattern among

the dentate subjects is illustrated in Fig. I and lable IV.l

where the mean number of missing teeth i.rrcrease with

advancing age. Frequency distribut.ion of tooth loss by toot.h

type reveals 'ttrat the first molars were the ¡nost frequently

Iost., followed by upper molars and premolars, tnrhile anterior

teeth were the most líke11z to be retained (Fig. 2).

Occupational and educational level dicl not appear to i:e

associated with the paLtern of tooth loss, but income levels

showecl a trend of mot:e missing teeth with higher inconie

(Table IV.I). Those who regularly visited their dentist had

fewer missing tee{:h than subjecLs wltose denLal visits were

problem oriented, and the mean number of missing teeth

increased as the frequency of dental checkup decreased.
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TABLE rv. r Mean number of missing teeth in denLate subjects

N Mean s.E

By age #

L7 -24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40- 44
45-64

By sex ##

MaIe
Female

By Income level ##

Upper
Middle
Lower

By Frequency of visit ##

Twice or nore ¿). year
About once a year
Othe¡: , incI. irregular

By Regularit.y of visit ##

Regula-r
I rregu Ia::

r16
90
76
58

119
183

488
154

111
38s
140

27L
366

138
228
276

1. 0I
2.32
4.08
4.97
6. 00
6.64

3"91_
6.12

5.47
4.59
3.20

3. 8r
4. 91

3"67
4.L2
5. t0

0. 1.5

0 .29
0. 59
0.56
0. 52
0. 43

0 .22
0.49

0.57
0.26
0.40

0.25
0. 30

0 .28
0.32
0. 36

S.E" = standard erro of the mean.
Statistical arnalysis :
# Regressio¡r anarysis of the number of missing teeth on age
revealed significant regression at 5t 1eve1.
## one way anarysis of variance rejected the hypot.hesis that
Lhe mean values were equal:
by sex : t640 - 4. l-15 ; p(0. 005
by income leve1 z F2r633 = 6,333 ; p<0.005.
by regular r¡isit t L2,635 = 2.813 ; p(0. 005
by frequency visit z F2,639 = 4.333 ; p<0.05
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MALES
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AGE (YRS)
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Regress:'.on analysis of the number of missing teet.h

on age for malr: and female particípants.

Feinales; In= -3.82 + 0.252a;

Males : m = -2.38 + 0.165a;

where m = number of missing teeth and a = age.

Regression is significant at 5? level for both mal_es

and females. Regression lines are not equal for
males and females at 58 level of significance.
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TABLE fV.2

Upper

Midd.le

Lower

Percentage distribution of the 38 edentulous

subjects by socio-economic staLus.

Occupation Education ïncome

2.9

3.6

6.3

0.0

4.4

7.0

5.4
q¿

6.7
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Fig. 2. F,requency di.stribtibiotr of missing teeth

periodontal pockets by Looth type " TooLh posit'ì'on
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man,itibular teeth below-
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(Legend) Table IV.3

The hypotheses that the dífferent age groups had the

same proportions of subjects scoring various categories of

perÍodontal status were tested independently using chi-square

distribution and 5 degrees of freedom:

- Gingivitis : Chi-square = 36.37; P(0.005

Bleeding : Chi-square = 6.04; P: N.S.

Shallow pocket : Chi-square = 20.15¡ P10.005

Deep pocket : Chi-square = 32. 38 ; P<.0. 005

- Calculus : Chi-square = 37.93; P(0.005

The hypothesis v/as rejected for all but "bleeding"

seore. Age wâs signif icantly assoeíated wiLh gingivi-tis '
pocket. and calculus scores.
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Table IV

AGE I,years ) N. No Score Gingi-vitis

3 percentage disÈribution of subjects with positive scores in various

categories of periodontal status (male and female dentate).

Bleeding

Crevice

Pockets

>3 (6nun

Pockets Calculus

)z 6 nrn

25-25

FÚ

t,a
o
\0(¡

17 -21

30-31

4A-4t

45-6t

II6

90

76

58

119

183

26.7

11. I
9.2

10. 3

5.0

6.0

II. 1

96.5

96.7

90.7

91. 4

93. 3

90.7

93. r

7r.6

75.5

64. 5

7 4.L

50. 4

51. 9

L2.L

20.0

23.7

13. I
38.7

40 .4

66.4

8s. 6

81. 6

86.2

91. 6

97 .4

82.8

3.4

3.3

s.3

3.4

4.2

4.9

35-3t

AII ¡rges 642 4.2 62.0 27.7



4.2.2 PERIODONTAL STATUS

Female participants consistently showed a trend of

slightly lower prevalence as well as severity of periodontal

disease compared to their male count.erparts. As the female

subgroups were very small in number r pêriodontal disease

scores are presented as combined male and fetnale data.

Age specif ic prevalence score.s of bleeding index,

gingivitis, periodontal pockets and calculus are presented in

Table IV"3. Severity is expressed as the mean number of

t.eeth wíth positive scores in the various periodontal disease

measures (tanie IV.4 & IV.5 ) .

As the bleecling index score was nol- synonymous with

"early gingivitis" but inclucled any active pocket with an

ulcerated, inflamed soft tissue walI, gingivitis scores was

retrieved from "Treatment need" scores. Bleeding from

gingival crevices/pockets after probing v/ere seen in more

than 908 of all participants in all- age groups. OnIy 4.22

were free from any signs of períodontal disease. Early

reversible gingivitis with no pocket formation was evident in

11.18 of subjects, decreasing from 26.7 ? in the youngest a.ge

group to 6å in the oldest age grou!ì. Qhallow pockets were

evident in 71.6t of the youngest group, rose slightly in the

next age group, then graaualty decreased with advancing years

as subjects in the latter groups fel-l into tl're deep pocket

category (Table

or nore pockets

The percentaç¡e of

or deeper increased

subjects witl¡rv.4). one

Theof 6 run
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age speciiic differences in both shallow and deep pocket

prevalences $/ere statistically significant and. calculus rvas

present in most subjects with increasing prevarlenee i.n older

age groups. The mean number of teeth with bleeding after

probing gradually d.eclined in the older age group wh-fIe

calculus hras found on increasing numbers of teeth with

advancing age. Deep pockets \^rere recorded for an average of

2.29 teeth (standard error of the rnean 0.87) among those

under 25 years old, with an upward l-rend toç'ards a mean of

almost 4 teeth per person in the oldest age group, r,rhereas

shallower pockets affected approxirnat.ely 6 to 9 teeth per

person (Tab1e iv. S l.

Socio-economic distri.buti.on of periodontal pocket anil

calculus scores are presented in Table IV.5. Prevalence of

shallow pccket decreased in lower occupational level

accompanied by a rise in severe pockeL prevalence.

Educationa1 and income levels shorved no clear association

with disease status.

Frequency distribut.ion of pockets by tooth-type yielded

a rather symmetrical histogram wit.h the highest frequencl' of

shallow pockets occurring in the upper molars, followed by

lower molars, then upper premolars and lower premol-ars.

Upper anterior teetir showed slightly lower frequencies t.han

lower premolars, and lower incisors and canines were Lhe

distributions cf deep pockets followed similar pa-tterns but

lagging someway behind"
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Analysis of pocket dístribution by tooth surface showed

that, approximal surfaces lsere the most frequently involved

(Table IV.7). Dista1 pockets made up 46.34 of all pockets

detected, mesiar pockets 44.98 paratat,/lingual and vestiburar

pockets 6.5* and 2.L* respectÍvely
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lab1e IV.4 The mean number of teeth with bleeding on probing

and calculus.

Age (Years) N Bleeding

n Mean S.E. n Mean

Calculus

S. E.

r7 -24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-64

1r6

90

76

58

119

I83

LL2

87

69

53

IIl

166

L6.75

16. 98

L4. 84

13.20

12.70

12 "28

0. 64

0.57

0. 85

0. 99

o.62

0. 56

74

77

62

50

109

160

9. 81

LT.52

L2 .57

13. 96

13. B3

15. 18

0. 73

0.83

0. 96

r. 03

0.68

0 .82

Legencl: One way analysis of variance revealed statisticaliy

significant difference in mean scores between age groups.

Bleeding : F5,592 = 20.16; P(0.005

Calculus : F5 t526 = 5. 30 ¡ P10 " 005

,l
!J
,i

I

*
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Tabte IV.5 The mean number of teeth with pockets.

Age (years) N

Pocket >3 <6 nìm Pocket )z 6 nm

n Mean S.E. n Mean S.E.

,}
ll,t

,:

L7 -24

25-29

30-34

3s -39

40-44

45-64

rl6
90

76

58

119

lB3

83

68

49

43

60

95

9 .42

9. 53

9"10

8. 16

5.76

6.2L

0.72

0. 68

0. 91

0. 83

0.47

0.49

2.29

2. 50

2.72

3.25

2.94

3. 5r

0. 87

0. s6

0. 84

L.24

0. 34

0. 4r

14

I8

18

B

46

74

Legend: One þ¡ay analYsis

values:

Pocket )3-(6mm : F5 1392

Pocket ), 6mm : F5 ,L72

of variance yíelded the following

= 6.6L¡

= 0.65;

P<0. 005

P:NoÈ significant.

I

t
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Table IV.6 Prevalence of periodontal pockets and calculus

by Socio-economíc status (S.E.S. )

s.E.s. N Pl (t) P2 (S) C (8)

By occupation

!
1

I

Upper

MiddIe

Lower

By education

Upper

Middle

Lower

By income

Upper

MiddIe

Lower

34

134

474

56

280

30s

111

38s

140

79 .4

70.9

58.2

67.9

67.9

55. 4

s8. 6

61. I

65.7

r1. I
20.9

30. I

25.0

25.0

30. I

2L.6

30. t
25.7

82.4

78.4

84.2

73.2

82.5

84 .9

78.4

8s. 5

80. 0

Pl =

P2 =

l-

pockets deeper than 3 mm but less than 6 mm.

pockets 6 mm or deePer.

calculus.

Tr

Í
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Table IV.7 Distribution of periodontal pockets by tooth

surface

Tooth Surfaces Pocket )3-(6mm Pocket )6mm

(8)t

Distal

Mesial

PaIatal,/LinguaI

Vestibular

43.2

42 .0

6.2

1.9

3.1

2.9

0.3

0.2

I
I
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4.2.3 PERIODONTAL TREATMENT NEED

Periodontal treatment need scores (T.N.) were recorded

by quadrants at the end^ of the oral examination. Because the

purpose of obtaining this data was mainly t.o calculate

manpower and cost requirement, combined male and female data

is presented.

The criteria are as follows:

Score Q = edentulous quadrant

Score 1 = no treatment needed

Score ) - oral hygiene instruction only

Score l, = simpl.e periodontal treaLment

Score Q, : complex periodontal treatment

Score $ = extraction

OnIy 4.22 of part.icipants did not requ-ire any t,reatment,

11. 18 needed tlental heal-t.h education, motivation and oral
hygiene instructíon, which were also required for those in

categories 3 (58.53) and 4 (24.68). In addition these latter
groups would also require specific measures to treat. the

established disease. The periodontal disease in 8 persons

(1.3t) were considered so advanced wíth extensive alveol-ar

bone destrucLion and loss ot function that extract.ion of the

remaining teeth and denLure construction were deemed to be

the realistic treatment requirement (Tab1e IV.8). Treatment

needs of subjects in category 3 and 4 were further classified
by quadrants to enable calculation of treatment time needed

(Table IV.9 ).

The W.H.O. suggested an estimation

to provide periodontal services to be

of mean time required

used in conjunction
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\^rith the TRS-621 met.hod (Appendix 4). Such a formula would

be dependent on many local factors, such as the availabilit.y

of resources, the socio-cultural milieu and the prevailing

philosophy of treatment. Assuming that the formula was

locally applicable, it was adminístered to t.he present

findings. By way of comparison, a simílar calculation using

the P.T.N.S time estimate (79) was also carried out. The

I^I.H.O. time estimate used in the present calculation excluded

the recommended fo1low-up Lime, which can be added on

separately (Table IV.10 ). Both formulae take disease

severity into accounL, additionally the W.H.O. estimate is

age specific. The w.H.O. estimate yielded higher overall

treatment ii*" requirement, mainly due to iÈs T.N.4

component, reflecting the different treatment philosophies

underlying the two estimates (Tab1e TV.11).
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Tabre rv.8 Distribution of periodontar trealment, needs

(T.N. ) Ín 3 age groups.

T. N. Score 17 29

n (E)

30 44

n (t)
45+ TOTAL

n (8) n (8)

T.N.I

T.N.2

T.N.3

T.N.4

T.N.5

7

,4L

133

25

(3.4)

(19.9)

( 64.6 )

( 12. 1)

II

19

153

67

3

(4.3)

(7.s)

( 60.5 )

(26.s)

(L.2)

(4.9)

(6.0)

(49.7)

( 36.6 )

(2.7 )

27

7T

377

Is9

I

9

11

9T

67

5

( 4.2)

( 11. 1)

( 58.5 )

(24.8)

(1.3)

Table rv.9 The number of qoadrants requiring T.N. 3 and 4.

T. N.

SCORE 17 29

AGE GROUPS

30 44

TOTAL

45+

T.N.3

T.N.4

460

47

600

122

38s

137

144 5

306

I

l
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Table IV.10 Vü.H.O. and P.T.N.S. time estimate for provisíon

of periodontal treatment.

T. N.

SCORE

W. H. O. ESTII"IATES

17 29 yrs 30 44 yrs 45 + yrs

P.T.N"S

ESTIMATES

T. N.2

T.N.3

1.N.4

60

65 + Ls/A

80 -r- LLs/a

10

65 + 30/A

80 + LLï/Q

10

6s + 30/a

B0 + ILí/A

60

60+

60+

30/A

ea/Q

Time estimate ís given in minutes per person and

minutes per quadrant (Q). The W.H.O. estimat.e excluded the

recommended "follow-up" treatment. of 25 mins. l- 5 mins./Q for

T.N.3 and 10 mins. * 10 mins./Q for T.N.4 (Appendix 4). The

P.T. N.S. criteria of class A, B and C are considered

conparable to T.N. 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

I

l
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Table IV.11 Periodontal treat,ment time requirements

according to W.H.O. and P.T.N.S. estimates.

T.N. SCORE W.H.O. ESTII\4ATE P.T.N.S. ESTIMATE

T.N. 2

T.N. 3

T.N. 4

46

t0 ls
798

hrs.

hrs.

hrs.

55 mins.

30 mins.

hrs.

hrs. 30 mins.

hrs.

7I

r099

465

,l

I

l

I

{

I

I

I

rì

rl
,1

1

I

TOTAL ESTIMATE 1860 hrs. 25 mins. 1635 hrs. 30 mins.

J
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4.3 RESULTS OF THE MAIN SURVEY ! THE QUESTIONNAÏRE

*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

4.3.I PATTERN OF DENTAL VISITS

The time interval since Lhe last dental visit was L2

months for 50.58 of the study population, between one to five

years for 40.18 while 8.98 had not consulted a dentist for

more than 5 years .(Table IV.12). 4 males (0.68 of the

sample) but no female participants claimed they had never

visited a dentist. There was a trend toward more recenL

utili.zation of dental service by female participants.

Percentage distribution of particípants whose last

dental visit were within the previous twelve months by age'

sex and socio-economic status revealed that female

participants an<l those in the uppermost socio-economíc leve1s

tended to be more recent utilizers but none of the

differences were statistically significant (Table IV.13 ).

Approximately 422 of the study population declared that they

usually had a regular checkup regardless of whether or no'b

Lhey were conscious of any problem. The remaining 57.52

stated that their dent.al visits v¡ere usually prompted by

specific reason/problem. Percentage distribution of those

who had regular checkups by ê9ê r sex and socio-economic

status are presented in Table IV.13. Neither age nor sex

appeared to be associated with regular:ity of visits.

Socio-economic distribution however demonstrates a social

gradient with an uprvard trend of regular service ut.ilization

among the higher socio-economic levels, although the

k

:l
rl,l
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differences were only stat.istically significant among the

occupation leve1s and barely so arnong the income levels
(P<0.05 ). All regular attenders had visited the dentist

within the previous 12 months.

The frequency of dental checkup in the past. 5 years r^/ere

twice or more a year for 2L.52 of the study populaLion and

about once a year for 35.58. As these add up to 57*, a

higher figure than the 42.52 who stated t.hey had regular

checkups, ít is assumed that some participants had

misinterpreted dental "checkup" as denLal "visít" and

therefore the two data could not be related.

Table IV.14 lists the principal reason for

non-utilization of dental services in the previous 12 months.

The most frequently stated reason was that there was "nothing

!,¡rong" ( 57.5t ) followed by "too busy or could not be

bothered" (15.7t).
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Tab1e TV.L2 Time interval since last dental visit , by sex

TIME INTERVAL MALE

(n = 488)t

FEMALE

(n = 154)t

TOTAL

I

0 - 12 months

13 1B months

1 L/2 5 years

llIore than 5 years

Never

49. 0

16. 0

25.0

9"2

0.8

5s.2

20. r

16. 9

7.8

50. s

17. 0

23.L

I

0

9

6
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Table IV. 13 PaÈtern of dental visits ( in percent).

Last visiÈ within L2 months
lil = 324

Regular visit
ì[= 27L

By Age

l7 24
2s 29
30 34
35 39
40 44
45 64
All ages
By Sex

MaIe
tr'emaIe
By Occupation

Upper
MiddIe
Lower
By Income

Upper
Middle
Lower
By Education

Upper
DliddIe
Lower

48. 3
53. 3
48.7
48. 3
57.r
47.5
50. 5

49. 0
55.2

58. I
53.0
49 .2

55. 9
5]-.7
42.L

58. 9
48. 5
50. 9

4r.7
43. I
37.3
4L.4
s0. 0
40. r
42 .5

42.6
42.5

53.2
41. 0
37.7

51. I
43.2
40. 4

I
8
7

I
7
9

6
4
3
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Fear or dislike of the dentist and cosL each accounted

for approximately 7Z and 8E of the reasons offered.
Non-utilization due to fear/d,islike of dentist and cost

appeared to be higher in the lower occupat,ional and

educational groups (Table IV.15 ), while t.he distributions of

other reasons for non-utilization $/ere similar in all other

demographic subgroups. As the number of subjects in some

subgroups I'itere very smalIr Do statistical significance test
was employed.

Table IV.14 Main reasons for non-uLilization of service
in the last L2 months.

Main reason t
Nothir:g wrong
feared,/dis liked dentist
Too expensive
Too busy, apathy
Other reasons
No service available
No answer

57.5
6.9
8.5

L5.7
5.7
1.3
4.4

]il = 318

Table rv.15 The percentage distribution of "fear" and "cost"
as rnain reason for non-utilization, by occupation
and education.

FEAR (n = 22) COST (n = 271

Occupation Education Occupation Education

Upper
MiddIe
Lower

0.0
IB.2
81. 8

0.0
23.8
76 .2

7.4
25.9
66 .7

11. I
37. 0
51. 9
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4,.3.2 ORAL HYGIENE HABIT

The majorit.y of the study population (91.48) claimed to

brush their teeth at least once a day (Table TV.t6). Although

the number of subjects who brushed their teeth less

frequently v¡as sma1l, it sras decided to tabulate its

frequency distribution by demographic variables

(Tabte IV.17 ), whereby a trend vras evident that the

infrequent tooth brush user was typically male, under 25

years old and of lower socio-economic staLus"

Tabl-e IV. 16

PercenLage distribution of tooth brushing frequency.

I{aIe

(n = 488)

Female

(n = 154)

Total

(n = 642)

Less than once a day

Once a day

More than once day

10.9

47 .3

41. I

1.3

35. I
63.6

8.6

44. 4

47 .0

Table IV.17 Subjects who brushed Jess than once a day (N=55 )

By age I By S.E.S.* t

L7 24

25 44

45 64

11.

7

9

2

0

0

Upper

Middle

Lower

4.5

7.6

10. 2

* combined S.E.S. indicator.
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By contrast onry 9.58 of the studl' popuration claimed to
regularllr cleatr the interproximal tooth surfaces. percentage

dist.ribution by socio-economic status revealed Lhat smaller
proportion of this group came from the lower occupat.ional and

income levels, but the trend was reversed with education

Ievels. In all cases ùhe differences were smal1.

4.3.3 PERIODONTAL CARE, EXPERIENCE AND PERCEPTION

The majority of the study population (80.58) had never

been advised that t.hey had periodonLal disease ( "guln

problems") while 18.8* had been so informed at various times

in the past 
"lu onry 11.0* was aware Lhat. they had receiverf

periodontar treatment. when asked whether they thought at
the time t.here was anything wrong with their
teeth/gums/moutht 42.82 believed there was nothing wrong, llg
thought "something was \drong wit.h their gums" and 23.58 did
noi: know. No signifícant association was found between

disease perception and age nor sex. socio-economic:

dist.ribution does shol a t.rend of lower awareness of
periodontal disease presence arnong the lower strata, bút the

differences were not statisticatry siqnifÍcant.
Approximately 642 of those surveyed expressed the intention
to utilize dentar service if it was readily avairabre,
however onry a minority was able to specify the type of
treat.ment they thought v/as needed , such as ,'scaling ancl

polish" (4.22) or restorations ( 5. 5t ) (Table IV. lg ) .
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Tabte IV.18 l1pes of treatment perceived to be needed.

TREATMENT I

Donrt know

Checkup

Restorations

Extractions

FuII dentures

Scale and polish

Other

No ¡reed for treatment

20 .6

27.L

5.5

0.9

0.8

4.2

5.1

35. I

(N = 642)
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4.4 CROSS TABULATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE AND

ORAL EXAMINATION DATA

***************************t!**************

The

demographic

associatíon

data has been

beLween

discussed

periodontal

in section 4.2

status and

Bleeding on probing r,iTas a common findíng, more than 90S

of the study population in each sub-.group had a positive

bleeding indexr âDy association wit.h other variables would

have been masked by the high prevalence. The time int.erval

sínce the subject.s' last dent.al visit did not appear to have

any influence on their periodontal status other than calculus

prevalence scores.

Neither regularity nor frequency of dental visits showed

sl-atistically significant associaticn with pocket prevalence

scores, apart from a slight trend of lor,r¡er prevalence of

severe pocket and calculus deposits atnong those who had

regular and more frequent checkups (Table IV.19 ).

Subjects who brushed their teeth at, least once a day had

less advanced pockets and calculus deposit than those who

brushed less frequently but. the difference was not

statistically significant. The minority who practised

interproximal cleaning rirere often of European origin and in

most cases it. was relate<l to the use of toot.hpicks for the

purpose of dislodging food particles rather than a plaque

control exercise. They surprisingly displayed higher
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prevalence of advanced periodontal pocket and calculus

deposits, although the differences were not statistícaIly

significant. Recognition of periodontal disease presence was

generatly very low and it followed no definite pattern of

association with pocket or calculus prevalence. Whether

periodontal disease had been diagnosed by the dentist or not,

did not seem to bear any relation to the prevalence or

severity of periodontal d.isease.
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Table IV.19 Percentage <listribution of periodontal pockeÈs
and calcuIus.

P2N PI c

By regularity of visit

Regular
Irregular

By frequency of visit

Once or more a Year
Other, incI. irreg.

Brushing frequency

Less than once a day
Once a day
lvlore than once a day

Interproximal cleaning

Never
Sometimes
Less than once a day
Dai Iy

27L
366

366
265

55
285
302

199
324

58
6I

66. r
59. I

62 .9
s7.7

58.2
6r. I
63 .6

62.3
63.6
56 .9
57 .4

55. I
42.9
60. 0
64.2

3

6
5

87
85
79

5
I
5

22.9
3r. I

74.9
88. 5

23.

27.0
3r. I

34.
28.

27 .6
25 .9
34. 5
31. I

36 .7
s0. 0
33.3
24 .9

37.L
28.5
2L.9

78.4
88. 7

Advised of di sease presence

82 .9
82.L
8r. 0
88. s

83.7
83.3
93.3
82. 3

87. I
81. 5
84.8

Yes,
Yes,
Yes,
Never

year ago
years ago
years ago

49
42
30

519

By own perception

Something $7rong with gums 70
Nothing wrong 4:--7

Donrt know I51

52 .9
61. 6
66 .9

Pl = Pockets >3
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4.5 RESULTS OF THE PARTTAL RECORDING ASSESSMENT

*** * * * * * * **** * * ** ** * ** * * * * *** * tr* * * * * ** * * * )t* ** * * *

The percentage of individuals with positive findings

based on the four methods are presented for two age groups

(Table IV.20 ). The efficiency of the four methods in

detecting surfaces with periodontal pockets decreased as less

surfaces were included in the assessment, particularly with

regard to pockets deeper than 6 mm.

The mean scores

of surfaces exarnined

Table IV. 21.

tooth surfaces affected Ín percent

surface ratio) are presented in

for
(i.e.

Correlations between full and partial recordi.ng nethods

were lower when they were based on prevalence scores as

compared to those based on surface rat.io (Tabie Iv.22 and

IV.23). Method II and TII displayed similar efficiency in

detecting bleeding crevice, calculus and pockets, while

methoC IV was the most inefficient when compared to fuII

recording.

Inter-examinerst consistency ratio in all assessments

were wit.hin the acceptable l-imit of "at least 808 agreemenL",

as shown in Table fV.24. Bleedíng and calculus

scoresrassessment in particular were highly reproducible,

however pêriodont.al pocket detection presented some problems,

reflected by the lower levels of consistency ratio. Partial
recording of deep pockets showed the lowest level of
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inÈer-examiners' consistency. Statistically' there were no

significant differences between scores obtained by the two

examiners, in all caLegories of assessments.

The average time taken to do the examinaÈion was 54. B

seconds for partial recording and 3 minutes 43 seconds for

fu}l recording. The range was 30 secs.-I min. 40 secs. for

partial recording and 2 mins.-6 mins. I0 secs. for full

recording.
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Tab1e IV.20 Prevalence of periodontal disease as assessed
by Method I, II, III and IV (in percentage)..

<30 yr. olds ).30 years All ages

Iì = 206 Iì = 436 Iì = 642

CaIculus

I
II

Bleeding

I
II

Pocket I

I
II

IÏI
IV

Pocket 2

ï
TI

III
IV

Method
It

73 .3
67 .0

96.6
95. I

73 .3
73.8
73. I
64.L

15. 5
6.3
6.3
2.9

Full mouth recording.
Partial recording of

illlll

rrilll

surfaees of index teeÈh.
ll Í tl lt

ll ll

87 .4
83. 7

el. s
79.L

56.7
62.4
62.2
57. r

33. s
L7 .9
L7 .2
8.9

82 .9
78. 3

93. r
84. 3

62 .0
66. 0
65.9
59. 3

27.7
L4.2
13. 7

7.0

ll
4
3
2t!

I
IT

fII
IV
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Table TV.2I Mean scores of "surface raLio"#

as assessed by the 4 methods

<30 years

¡r = 206

).30 years

n= 436

All ages

n= 642

Bleeding

I

II

Calculus

I

II

Pocket I

I

IÏ

III

IV

Pocket. 2

(0.17)

(0.15)

(0.ls)
(0.14)

(0.12)

(0.11)

(0.13)

(0.14)

6L.2

50 .2

29.9

29 .3

(0.20)

( 0.21)

55. 9

s5.6

(0.17)

(0.r8)

54 .7

42 .7

47 .6

47.2

5I. 6

39.1

L2.4

12.9

17. I

1r. 6

(0.07)

(0.08)

(0.10)

(0.08)

]-4.4

15. 0

18.6

14. 3

(0.06)

(0"06)

(0.08)

(0.07)

13. 6

1.4"3

18. r

13. 4

(0.05)

(0.05)

(0.06)

(0.06)

r 0.4 (0.01) 1.5 (0.02) r.2 (0.01)

rr 0.4 ( 0.01) 1.6 ( 0.02 ) I.2 ( 0.02 )

rrr 0.5 (0.02) 2.0 (0.03) 1.5 (0.02)

rv 0.3 (0.01) L.2 (0.02) 0.9 (0.02)

# Tooth surfaces affected in percent of surfaces exatuitreC.

( ) = Standard error of the mean.
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Table Iv.22 Correlation coefficient (r) for partial

recording scores with full mouth scores based

on prevalence data

Under 30 years 30 years and older

I IT III I II IIÏ

POCI(ETS

BLEEDING

CALCULUS

( rr 0.69

( rrr 0.69

( rv 0.50

rr 0. 83

rr 0. 86

1. 00

0. 73 0. 73

(II

( TII

(rv

o.72

0. 71

0. 60

0. 98

0. 75 0.77

rr 0.59

rr 0.86

II

III :

IV

I FuIl mouth recording.

Partial recording of all 4 surfaces of index teeth.
rrtof3tlllrrll

rr,of2rnÍr¡
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Tabl.e IV. 23 Correlation coefficient for partial and full

mouth scores based. on "surface-ratio" as

assessed by the four methods

<30 years )r30 years

POCKET ].:

II

III

I

0. 93

0. 93

0. 86

ï

0. 85

0. 85

0.79

0.82

0. 96

II

r. 00

0. 93

II

1. 00

0. 86

III

0. 93

III

0. 88

rI
rII
IV

II

ÏII

ÏV

I

0. 91

0. 88

0. 82

I

0. 88

0" 88

0.74

II

0. 98

0. 9r

II

0. 98

0. 85

III

0 .92

III

0. 86

;i
LI

i

POCKET 2z

BLEÊDÏNG:

CALCULTIS:

IV

II

III

IV

fI

IÏ

IÏ

II

0. 83

0 .97

l
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Table IV.24 Inter-examiner consistency

T PREVALENCE SCORES

Examiner I Examiner 2 E-value# C.R

FULL RECORDING (n=23)

Bleeding
Calculus
Pocket 1
Pocket 2
PART RECORDING (n=30 )

Bleeding
CaIculus
Pocket t
Pocket 2

100
100

50
45. 8

100
100

41. 6
54 .2

97
93
73. 3
13. 3

0. 575
-0. 57r

0.7L4
-o .229

0. 358

100
100

83 .2
84.5

97
97
70
16 6

100
9s.9
95. s
80.1

MEAN SCORES

Exarninerl Examiner2 t-va1ue#:ì
ùt

'|:

FULL RECORDING (n=23)

Bleeding
CaIcuIus
Pocket
PABT RECORDING

0. 94
0.94
0. 59

( n=30 )

(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.08)

0. 95
0. 95
0. 63

(0.02)
( 0. 02 )
(0.08)

-0.250
0. 2s0

-0.364

Bleeding 0.85 (0.03) 0.86 (0.03) -0.275
Calculus 0.81 (0.04) 0"86 (0.05) -0.817Pocket 0.48 (0.06) 0.51 (0.06) -0.4I2
c.R = consist.ency ràtio.
( ) = standard error of the meàn.
#t-distribution revea-led no significant differences

between scores obtained by examiner I and examiner 2.

I

t
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5.1 THE PILOT SURVEY

***** ** ** * **** ** :k ***

The pilot survey served as a testing ground for the

survey design and organization. Even with the small number

of participants there v/a-s an apparent trend of sex

differences in health oriented attitude and behavíour : 7I.5t

females, in contrast to 282 ma1es, visited Lhe dentist within

the preceding L2 months. Only 32eø male compared t-o 71t

female participants had a regular checkup at least once a

year. About the same percentages of both sexes stat.ed that

they would seek dental services if readily available, however

when vierved together with other information, it would seem

cloubtful whether as many males as females rvor:Id pursue this

intent.íon. Clinical daLa ref lected sirnilar trends ' more

males exhibited Severe perioclontal disease and heavier

calculus deposit than females. Mild periodontal disease

( bleeding on probing and shallov¡ pockets ) af fected t.hem

equally and most. of the pockets were found interproximall¡r.

periodontal disease prevalence and severity increased

with age. All subjects except one young female participant

required some periodontal treatment ranging from oral health

education to complex treaLment.

Due to t.he small number of subjects, the results couid

only be

pertains

vierved as a trend. The discussion

to results of the main survey.
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5.2 PROFILE OF THE STUDY POPULATION

*** * ** ** **** ** * * *** ** * ** *** ** * )t ¡k* ***

Ideally it would have been very useful if a random

sample of the whole population of Adelaide Metropolitan area

could be studied. However the cost and other resource

requirements of such an exercise was prohibitive, therefore

the "convenient sample" was obtained.

Every attempt vras made to define the study population

with regards to variables relevant t.o periodontal dì.sease,

which can also be applied to the general population. If the

convenient sample did not differ too greatly from the general

population in terms of those variables, and bec¿ruse

periodontal disease is usually highl.y prevalent, it can be

argued that some degree of extra-polation should be possible

with regards to the periodontal status of the two

populations.

It would be of considerable benefit to make the sLucly an

ongoing pro ject. As more resources and time becor¡.e

available, different population groups can be surveyed using

the same parameters. Well defined, these surveys v¡ould yield

valuable composite epid.emiological data on periodontal-

disease in South Australia, including the trend of incid-ence

wit.h time.

population bias, and j.t is assumed that the process whereby
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people partricipated in the present study is equivalent to a

simple random sampting from the Company population.

In comparison to the Adelaide general community, the

present study populaLion had a much higher male component

N/F ratio of 3: I instead of l:1) . The under 24 years group

was slightly smaller, the 25-44 years group slightly higher

and the 45-64 years group similar to that in the general

population (2).

Using adjusted L976 Census data as a basis for

comparison, simiiar occupational grouping showed the present

study populati'on to comprise a much larger component of "blue

collar" v¡orkers (7 4.42 ) than the labour force in the

community ( 44.48 ). The upper cccupation stratum was 5.18 in

the study group, compared with 2A.5Z in the cornmunity (321.

In assessing education level, unlike the J-976 Cerrsus,

the present study macle no distinction between trade and

technician certificates; both were included in the "midclie

leve1". Therefore the percentage of the mir.l<ile occupati-on

group might have been artificially inflated and can not be

directly compared with corresponding figures in the

community.

Of the group studied, 8.2,2 occupied the upper education

leveI, 43.It the middle and 48.22 the lower level. The

middle educat ional level !'¡ü.s comprised predominantly of

workers who had not "maLriculated" buL who had undergone some
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apprenticeship training of a technical nature. Such

apprenticeship training is not generally expected to

cont.ribute to the socializaÈíon process in the same way that

tertiary education does in so far as that socialization is

associated with "better" health behaviour. The middle level

therefore was not distinct from the lower level and it would

appear that with respect to education the sample (apart from

tlre upper 8.22 ) rvas fairly homogenous in the context of

dental behavÍour.

A large percentage of participants belonged to the

middle and upper income level. As the income indicator used

in the pr.""ít study was "famiI1z ineome" and all participants

vùere income earners, the resulting daLa woul.d have included

any additional income besides those earned by the

participants. In conLrast, corresponding daia obtained for

the community includes income levels for pensioners n the

unemployed as well as single and dual-income familj.es, and

therefore the "average income" can be expected to be lorver.

l"loreover, the sturly population I s higher income may imply an

increase in purchasing abiJ-ity without necessari.ly implying a

concomitant upward mobilíty in social class strata.

Because f igures obtained in tlie present study \,\lere

derived di-fferenÈl.y from t.hose available for the general

communty, direct comparison can not be made with regard to

educational and income status. Regarding occupational status

_r9uP aÐ

predominantly "working" social

of middle class (40).
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5.3 DENTAL SERVICE UTILIZATION PATTERN

***************************************

In the past decade Sout.h Australia has experienced

widespread dissemination of information about oral health

through education systems as well as va.rious public

inform-ation media. Increased awareness has led to better

oraÌ health behaviour generally, and this along with t.he

effect of water fluoridation are probably responsible for the

reduction in the incidence of dental disease, particularly

dental caries in children ( 148 ) . Meanwhile, the rate of

growth in dental manpo\der, including operating auxiliaríes,

has increased much more rapidly than the generaJ- population.

The overall result has been a present dentist to populal-ion

raLio of 1:1750 in Adel-aide Metropolitan area, whichr is weII

in excess of the recornmended optímum ratio of L'.2240 ( 128 ) .

The dental manpower growth has been accompanied by a gradual

increase in dental service utilization rate. South

Australian figures obtained in National Healt.h Surveys showed

the percentage of adults who made dental visit-s in the L2

months previous to the surveys vrere approximaLely 398 in

L972 ¡ 4LZ in 1.977, 45. 5t in L979 and 48.22 in 1980 . (2, 11,

46, 159 ).

study participants,

within the previous

Of the present

made a dental- visit

50.5t claimed to have

12 months, a slightly

(48.22) (2). This may have been partly due to the absence of
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a component of unemployed in the study population contpared to

9.1S in the community at the time. The exclusion of

edentulous subjects may also have been a contríbuting factor.

Nevertheless, the two utilizat,ion rates are sirnilar and

other surveys in<licate this to be a colnmon pattern. Barnard

and l4inns reported 50t utilization in the 12 months previous

to a community household survey in Sydney met::opolitan area

( 18 ) . , In Busselton, Western Ausl-ralia, 572 claímed to have

had dental care in the L2 months previous to a dental survey

( 106 ) and a similar f igure v¡as reported for the Nev"' Zealand

population (44).

Whilst the last visit is a useful indicator of actual

utilization of service, regutarity of visit-s provides more

information with regard to preventive dental k¡ehaviour.

Regular checkup was reported by 42.5t of participants,

compared to 44.82 for South Australians of simila:: age (16I).

It appears that even though the study population fÂras a

" convenientrr sample of the general population contain j-ng a

higher component of "working" social c1ass, the rat'e of

recent ut.ilization and the proportion of regular users of

dental serv ice \rlere simi lar to those prevai l ing in the

communit.y at large.

The knowl.edge

general population

that only

seek dental

approximately half of

care regularly, despite

the

the

9 en s

area, has been recognised for Some time. Concern regardj.ng
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the other half who do not utilize dental services regularly

has been frequently expressed in many quarters (I0' 4'7, 650

L27 , 164 ). It has been suggested that attempts be made to

ídentify the non-uLilizers I characteristics and the reasons

for their reticence.

The decision to use dental services has been shown to be

ínfluenced by a multitude of complex and interacting factors

( 48, 93, 138 ) and social gradient has been demonstrated to be

a strong correlate in the service utilization pattern '
overriding knowtedge, accessi.bility and the effect of

removing the barríer of cost (129).

That persons higher j.n the socio-economic strata are

more diligent in seeking dental care ís well documented

(L29). Although income and education levels are knov¡n to have

a st,rong positive relationship with utilizatíon of dental

service, there is evidence to show thaÈ they are but a

partial explanation for the different pattern among segments

of population (48 ). Occupation is usually â product of

education and a determinanL of income, therefore its

association wiLh utilization pattern commonly reflecLs the

combined effects of i.ncome and education. In addition to the

three indicators, socio-economic staLus involves beliefs,

attitudes and behaviour that are inherent wit;hin each class

level.

existence of discrepancies be'tween the value systems of tÏrose
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in the lower socio-economic strata and those higher in the

social gradient which relate to many aspects of health

behaviour. In almost every phase of health care and

behaviour, the lower socio-economic group respond differently

from those in the higher strata. The former tend to have

higher prevalence rate for many diseases, have less accurate

health inf orrnation, def ine il-Iness dif f erently ' are less

inclined to take preventive measures and delay longer in

seeking healt.h care. They tend to feel intimidaLed by

dentists and usrrally do not have a continuing personal

relationship with them (26). Once under the eare of a

dentist, they are apt to get remedial rather than preventive

care (28, ¿il. AtLempts to understand health behaviour,

including service-ut-ilization, would need to consider these

discrepancies.

While iL is recognised Lhat social class is not fu1ly

explained by occupat.ion, education and income, the

combination of these 3 indicators work to produce a

reasonably strong factor in determining service utilization

pattern. The 3 variables, as <1o some other socío-demograptric

factors, inter-relate to some degree and the significance of

each is sometimes undermined. AccordingLy, various workers

have recommended the use of multiple classification analysis

to evaluate their relat.ive importance. In this wâyr Hijloe

and Tronstad reported the following variables in descending

order of influence: sex, regionr âgê, educat,ion, school

dental service, income and residence ( 69 ). Schwarz and

Hansen reported a different. result from their study: ãget
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occupationr residence,

col.lectively explaining

pattern (149 ).

Lncome,

4tt of

sex

the

and school

variations

dental service,

in dental visit

The presenL study did not allow in depth assessment of

all socio-demographic variables, nor was it considered

appropriat.e to use the multiple classificat-ion analysis on

the avaj-lable data as the number of cells to be analysed

would be inordinately high for some of the smaller subqroups.

Analysis of independant. variables ín the present study

did show a trend of a social gradient wiLh the regularity of

visits, statisticai-ly significant. for occupational and income

Ievels, whereas age ancl sex dicl not show such an associaticn,

indicating that socio*economic status was possibly t-.he more

dominant factor ( Table IV. 11 ) . The r'/eak associaiion v¡ith

education level may have been due to the f¿tct that the middle

and lower educational levels were not, sufficienLly distinct'

as díscussed earlier.

Previous stuclies on dental at.titude and behaviour in

South Australia also not.ed the influence of social gradienL

on dental behav iour and status of school chi ldren an,J

unir¡ersity sLudenLs. ( 55 , 57, 133 ) .

The Australian Health

trend of decreasing rate of

Survey results showed a strong

util-izal-ion with increasing â9€,

although it. is

which íncreased

recognised that the

with â9êr may be

teeth losL,

interacting

nurnber of

a strong
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ínfluerrce (2). Holst consistently foun,il positive associat-ion

betv¡een regular visits and eclentulousness as well as number

of missing teeth. This prompted him to advocate their use as

strong predictors of dental utilization pattern (72, 149).

It ís noteworfhy that one of the six age groups in the

present. study | 40'44 years, which contained almost half (40t)

of the subjects of upper occupational level, showed the

highest percentage of r:ecent utilization and regular visits.

AIt regular service users had visited the dentist within the

previous 12 mont-hs.

A large percentage of subjects who had not used a dental

servic" within L2 months previous to the present study, who

$tere also irregular o="t", nominated "not'hing vlrong" aS their

princÍpal reason (57.5t ). This was perhaps an indication

that. they would only make a dental visit when prompted by a

perceived problem I a cgmmonly held attitude that has been

report.ed in many studies (28,76). On the other hand, "fear

or c]islíke" ( 6. 9g ) are affective values , that in many

societies tend to be suppressed or denied' sometimes

unconsciously, therrefor:e it is diif icult to measure their

true influence on dental behaviour. Cost as a barrier seemed

to assume smal,l significance, cited by only B.5t as the main

reason for non-uti-lization"

A Dental llealth

for non-utilization

Survey in

of dental

L977 report-ed

services for

similar reasons

the Australian

popu t. oûr a ema or

(76.BB), while ',disIike/fear of dentist" and "cost" accounted
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for 6. 8t and 4. 8? respectively ( Il ) . "Busyness,/apathy" on

the other hand fì.gured more highly amongst the present group

of employees ( 16.4% ) , compared with 5.48 amongst the

Australian popul-ation.

Comparison with another Australian survey showed that

the dist.ribution of reasons for non-utilization were al so

rather similar (21) even Lhough the latter involved younger

and bett.er educated subjects. In an earlier surveyr

approximately 30t of university studenl,s in South Australia

nomi¡rated cost as Lhe main reason for not obtaining regular

care ( 57 ).

In the presenL study, fear and cost' featured more

prominently as occupational and educational levels decreasedo

none in the upper tevel conveyed "fear" aS the main reason

for non-utilization (Tab1e TV.13). Income level. on the other

hand, did not show such a gradient. The significance of this

anomaly is difficult to interpret, particularly as the number

of subjects in the category discussed \,/as very small.

It may be that compared to "income", education ancl

occupation in the present. sample exerL stronger influence on

attitude and belief which favour more preventive dent.al

behaviour irrespective of cost. Gener:ally, the influence of

cost is diff icult to assess accurat.ely. Although finCings

have not been consistent, it is nonetheless hard to iqnore

the impression that income ar:d cost of

important markeL forces that iufluence

uti 1i zation.
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The composite picture so far gained of the

characteristics of irregular utili zers of dental services in

the present study seems to be dominated by at.titudes and

beliefs on health behaviour, closely related to

socio-economic status, with age and sex playing a lesser

roIe.
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5.4 ORAL HYGIENE HABITS

****r* *t(** *** ** ** * * * ** ***

A large majority of the study population brushed their

teeth at least once a day (91.48). Approximal cleaning was

never or only occasionally practised by 81.58. Even among

those who claimed to practise it regularly, it was evident

from casual conversation during t.he survey t.hat their use was

often associated with dislodgement of food particles after

meals rather than intent,ional approximal cleaning. Denta.l

fl-oss was foreign to manyr âs judged by the number of

questions about it.. Those who practised oral hygiene

irregularly were rnostly males and tended to be of lower

socio-economic status.

It is well accepted that periodontal dísease can be

successfutly controlled by effective methods of pì.aque

removal ( 89, 158 ). UnLil an effective alternative method

free from sicie effects is found, the relatively crude

mechanical plaque control has to be relied tlpon. The latt.er

should include approximal cleaning. WhiIe most people are

av/are of the benefit of regular toothbrushing on oral health

a-nd its practice is commonly accepted., approximal cLeaning

enjoys less acknowled.gement, perhaps because it is relatively

tedious, t.ime consuming and its adoption often entails a

change of habit which requires strong positive persuasion and

consistent reinforcement. Studies on oral hygiene habits in

Australia

approximal

indicate that few in the general community practise

II5 ) " Although the need forcleaning (20,
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interdental cleaning has been recognized for many years and

aids to accomplish it are now widely avaitable, its practice

in the community is not generally widespread. There is no

competling reason to believe that the general population in

Adelaide metropolitan area practise better oral hygiene than

the study group

_i
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5. 5 TOOTTI LOSS PATTERN.

***********************

Previous studies noted that in developed countries

females generally have better oral health than males and tend

to suffer less periodontal disease (L23, :-'4O I L52, 165 ).

Yet, their pattern of tooth loss is generally less

favourable, suggesÈing that other reasons besides periodontal

disease operate which culminate in tooth loss, such as

caries, esthetic and prosthetíc considerations. Pattern of

missing teeth found in the present study v"'as consist.ent wittl

those reported for Sout.h Australians (46t 53, I35), in that

the prevalence of edentulous persons aS well aS the mean

number of missing teeth in dentaLes rose v¡ith age and were

consistently higher in females compared to males of

corresponding age groups. No attempt was made in this study

to determine the cause of tooth loss.

The associations found betrveen mean number of missing

teeth and reguÌariÈy as well as frequency of visit.s i-n the

present study corroborate observations made in Norwegian and

Danish populations (72, I49), in that uLilization of dental

services declined as the number of missing teeth increased.

Furthermore, other studies have reported that lower social

groups and irregular attenders tend to be treated by

extraction ratlter than conservation (44, 6I, I49). It is

'|
LI

therefore contrary to expectation that

in the present stucly had fewer missing

the lower income grouL)

teeth than the midclle
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and upper income strata (Table IV.l)' despite the fact that

the latter groups had more regular visits (Tab1e IV. 13 ). It

seems that ttle trends both in the number of missing teeth and

its association wit.h uti li zation of clental services are

reversed in this income group. Possibly the differenL

cul.tures, attitudes, and systems of service delivery in the

various populations studied¡ âs well as factors interrelated

wit.h income such as age or sex, could have been responsible

for the unexpected finding. Although statistical-Iy

significant, the difference in mean number of missing teeth

between regular and casual attenders was only 1.1 teeth per

person (Table IV.1). This is a very small d.if ference,

particularÌy 'when the cost of regular dental care is taken

inLo account, raising some doubt on the long terrn benefil of

regular care. Studies in England suggestecl that. regular ancl

irregular dental service users became edentulous at about the

same age ('1I I I53 ) .

Tooth loss pattern by tooth type nay to some degree

influence the observed periodontal disease paÈt-ern. Approx-

imately one quarter of Lhe dentition had been lost by the age

of 45 (Table IV.1), followíng pattern shown in Fig. 2. Most

of the deep pockets v¡ere found in molars, the observed lowe¡:

prevalence of deep pockets ín the lower first molar group \47as

probably partly due to a higher ext.raction rat.e for these

teeth. Clinicat impressions support the betief that Lhis

disease pattern is commonly encountered and shoulcl be taken

.t

Itt

prevalence data for periodontal treatment need. Analysis

*
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ll

from the results indicate that . the partíal recording as

suggested in the TRS-62I method may represent marked under-

estimation of prevalence scorer particularly of pockets '
although mean scores generally correlate weII with those of

full recordings.

:{
K

'i:
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5"6 PERIODONTAL STATUS AND TRBATMENT NEEDS

*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr * ** * * * * * *

Peridontal disease was found to be highly prevalent

amongst the study population, affecting 95.5t of persons

examined to various degrees. Both prevalence and severity

was positivety associated with d9êt confirming cornmon

findings elsewhere. The 35-44 years age group are especially

useful in indicating the prognosis for. periodontal disease in

a conrrtunity since they have an exposure time sufficient to

aIlow the establishment of the disease (i.e. morbidity) but

insufficient elapsed time to result in widespread tooth

mortality. Épiaemiological studies of periodontal disease

showecl a very high prevalence of advanced disease (over 75Zl

among persons 35-44 years in 7 countries, a high prevalence

(45-75t) in 13 countries and moderate prevalence (less than

408) in 15 countries (52). In the present study' 30.5 per

cent of the 35-44 years age group had one or more pockets of

6 mm or deeper ( i. e. advanced disease ) , placing t'he

population in the "moderat-e prevalence" globa1 data category.

Tnclusion of subjects with milC periodontal disease caused

the percentage to rise to 88.7 per cent. Although the

majority of periodontal disease observed was of mild to

moderate severity, advanced periodontal disease was found in

252 of subjects. It is of concern that I2.Lt of the group

under 25 years of age had advanced periodontal disease,

affecting an average of 2.29 teeth per person, indicating the
I

¡

groupts very poor response to tlre etiologj-cal taeLors oÏ
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periodontal disease.

If these epidemiological data were to be useful 'in

assessing the dental manpo\A¡er requirements they should be

translated int.o estimat.es of treatment needs and treatment

time requirements. To exemplify such an approach, the W.H.O.

and P.T.N.S. estimates v/ere applied to the,present findings

(Table IV.I0 and IV.11).

Assessment of periodontal treatment requirements demands

that the prognosis of the disease be computed from the

faclors of âgêr duration of disease process and host

resistance "t disease severity aS weII as the anticipated

lifespan of the subject.. Whereas favourable host' response

and minimal disease levels in 45-65 year olds indicate that

there is litt1e risk of subsequent tooth loss in ttre antic-

ipated lifespan, similar levels of disease severity in the

youngest age group demonstraLed levels of host susceptibility

and disease presence that could well result in tooth loss in

the fuLure.

The L7-24 year olds among t.he 11.18 of subjects with

gingivítis would appear to require ef f icient t'reatment

whereas the 45-65 year olds wíth similar signs ancl symptoms

couÌd get by with little or no treatment. The w.H.o.

estimate of time requirement for the provision of treatment

incorporated a similar approach by assigning 60 minutes of

OraI Health Education time (O.H.E)

and 10 minutes t.o the ol-der groups

to t.he younger age groups

(Appendix 5). EmPhasis olì
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reinf orcements of O. H. E. is al-so evident, adding Lo the

Iengt.h of time required in all age groups when compared to

the P.T.N.S. evaluation. For category T.N.3' the W.H.O.

estimat.ed "scaling" time rvas longer for older age groups'

whereas for t,he more severe T.N.4 categorY, treatment time

requiremenLs were equally extensive in aII age groups. The

T. N.4 category requires approximately a half hour longer per

quadranl- according to the W.H.O. estimate, when compared to

P.T.N.S. calculation for similar disease level.

MiId to moderaLe periodontitis involved the highest

percentage of subjects as well as the greatest number of

teeth in each subject. This wou1cl seem to suggest that the

greater part. of treatment required was such that it could be

managecl by general pracLice dentists and their ancillary

staff ¡ âS shown by the "treatment need assesslnentrr result"

The breakdown according to levels of treatment requirement,

common to both W.H.O. and P.T' N. S. methods ' provides

flexibili.ty for manpower and cost calculation. T.N.2 group'

for example r câIt be managed by a dental hyEienist or other

auxiliary staff. Much of T. N. 3 group's treatment can

probably be provided by a team of dentists and hygienists

rather than solely given by dent-ists.

Taking into account local availability of resources and

associated facLors, the manpower needed can be determined and

its cost calculated.

Bellini and Gjermo had shown- that the time difference
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between calculations based on the total sample and one based

on a subsample of IOt was only 4.58 (22). Increasing the

subsample to 2OZ brought down the difference to 0.59. They

stressed that Lhe subsample should be age representative.

In reality, the periodont.al treatment time estimate will

probably be applied as part of the total dental health care

plan. In this wây, individual case discussion and

follow-up/maintenance care can be more appropriat'ely

incorporated in the total dental treatment time.

Furthermore, the need for follow-up service may vary for

different population subgroups and separate time calculation

v,/ould give th¿ planner flexibility in when and how to apply

ir.

Treatment need assessment would be further complemented

if the incidence of the disease is also knorvn. By

constructing a prevalence,/incidence ratio, the effects of the

disease process and the effectíveness of eare pro'rided ean be

strmmed up (I47). In this wâY, areas r:equiring priority of.

treatment or subgroups most in need of care can be

identified. Despite efforts t.o carefully assess the manpov¡er

needs, it remains a limited measure r âS the leve1 of demand

for dental service is ultimately the overridi'ng factor.

DeFriese and Konrad attempted to formulate a more

comprehensive and rational estimate of manpower needs in the

North Carolina dental manpovler study (45) | based on the

following data:1) epidemiological measures of prevalence and

incidence of the disease;
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2l their translation into estimates of treatment needi

3 ) measures of the availability and productive capacity of

the existing dental care system; 4) estimation of the

potential effect of patterns of consumer demand for those

services (demand was estimated at 25t, 50t and 1008). Such

an approach to manpower planning for dental care delivery

would be more relevant compared to that based solely on

manpower to populat.ion ratio.

The findings that more than 908 of perÍodontal pockets

occurred interproximally strengthens the conviction regarding

the uncatered need for adequate approximal plaque control.

No record was made of restorations present, nevertheÌess it

v¡as a common observation that many of the proximal

inf larnmation \,vas assocíated with poor restorations,

part'.icu-larIy overhanging margins t-hat acted as a predisposj-ng

fact.or for periodontal disease ( 86 ) .

Many teeth have proxímal concavities which are difficult

to cleanr âS are the exposed furcations of upper prernolars

and rnolars. These factors contríbute to the high prevalence

of proximal pocket. While one L¡as little control over

anatomical features, there is considerable opportunity to

improve the oral hygiene habit and restoration standard.

Frequency of toothbrushing is

effectiveness in periodontal disease

less significant than

prevention. Scientific

days if done effectively, coul-d prevent periodontal disease.
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Toothbrushing frequency probably impties an aÈtitudinal

component so that those who brush regularly and frequently

probably tend to have other preventive dental health

behaviour. These may account for the slightly better

periodontal staÈus arnong those who brushed their teeth more

frequently.
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5.7 PERCEPTION AND EXPERIENCE OF PERIODONTAL DISEASE

,r** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * **' * * * * ** * * * * * * * **

Among the study participants there was a low awareness

of periodontal disease presence in ALL subgroups, even though

the oral examination revealed its very high presence. Only

Ilt recognised its pt""..,.. at the time of the survey'

furthermore those who perceived that they were free from it

exhibited just as much periodontal disease. The low

perception of periodontal disease signs has also been

reported in other populations (27, 48, 11I)-

It is disconcerting to note that neither regular nor

frequent dental visits shor^¡ed significant reduction of

períodontal disease prevalence compared with casual visitors,

except for a weak trend of lower prevalence of advanced

dísease atnong those who had regular and more frequent

checkups. The benefit of regular vísit.s has been queried

before (76, I53 ) and unless regular visits are assocía.ted

wi.th measures to prevent or treat periodontal- disease, it is

difficult to justify its "periodontal benefit" " Among the

subjects who were advised by their dentist that they suffered

from periodontal disease, irrespective of the time inl-erval

since the díagnosis was ma<le, slightly more than 908 had

periodontal pockets, compared to 89S of those who were never

advised of its presence, and t.he prevalence of calculus

deposit lvas likewise very similar anong those groups.

HaIf the studlz populatÍon claimed to attend a dentist
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regularly and yet periodontal disease affected almost all of

them, including those who had diagnosed periodontal disease.

This finding implies that in the present group, periodontal

disease had not been adequately treated.

Because the study population v¡as a "convenientil sample

caution needs to be exercised in any extrapolation of

findings to the general population of the Adelaide

Metropolitan area. Nevertheless r âS the present sample

showed a similar pattern of dental service utilization, and

its oral hygiene habits probably were not unl.ike those of the

general population, it would seem fair to suggest that the

high prevalence of periodontal disease among the study

population may not be atypical of the genera-l community.

surveys in Great Britain showed that irrespective of

â9ê, sex r social class , regular dent'al- care of

dentist/population ratio, periodontal disease hacl not been

effectívely treated (76, I52, 153); furthermore, the higher

social class, which tended to be comprised of better

utilizers of dental service, became edentulous at about the

same age as persons from lower strata (71). Furl-her analysis

of treatments provided for patients ín that study revealecl

that fiIlings, exLractions and fuII or partiaÌ dentures

predominated. As periodontal disease was found to be rj-fe in

the very same population, it would seem that a large number

of the restorations were being place,il on dentitions supported

ya seas

edentulousness in the Einglish stu<ly would seem to indicate
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the futilit.y of this aPProach.

Although regular dental care is viewed as an integral

part. of preventive behaviour, findings from the present study

seriously question the benefit of the dental service provided

t.herein on periodontal health.

The present study showed that periodontal disease

apparently often went undiagnosed regardless of regular or

frequent dental visits t oE had not been effectively treated.

Unless bet.ter díagnosis and more effective prevention or

treatment of periodontal disease are emptoyed, it would

appear that improvi.rg dental service utilizat.ion could hardly

be expected to rectify the high prevalence of periodontal

disease.

There Seems t.o be a pressing need to explore the reasons

s¡hy periodontal disease are not being effectively

prevented,/treated by dental care providers and how the

population can be made to be more al^¡are aud involved in

maintaining their periodontal health.
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5.8 THE W.H.O. 'T.B.S. 62LI PERIODONTAL SURVEY I'IETHODOLOGY

**********************************************************

The I{.H.O. 1978 survey methodology was found to be

sirnple and efficient. However there were some aspects that

perhaps could be modified or defined more clearly for future

users.

5.8.1 ASSESSMENT OF GINGIVITIS AND PERIODONTITIS

The subLle changes in gingíva1 appearance of periodontal

disease manifest.ations render its visual assessment

subjective. Davies and Barmes (43) suggested that a bleeding

index, such as Ainamo and Bay's Gingival Bleeding Tndex

(G.B.I. ) (4), would be simple and consistent. Furthermore'

st.udies have shown that interproximal bleeding on probing

occurred before inflamnatory changes of the corium became

visi.ble clinically ( 107, 110 ) . The gingival assessment

method as proposed in W.H.O. TRS-621 however, differed from

the G.B.I., which requires that three or four strokes be made

wit.h a blur¡t periodontal probe along the orifice of the

gingival crevice. As such it is a simple-, realistic measure

of gingivitis, which has been shown to correlate highly

significantly with Loë and Silnes Gingival Index (4). The

proposed w.H.o. method suggested that.: "the end of the

per:'-odontal probe is gently inserted between the tooth and

the gingiva until the resistance of the supra-alveolar fibers

is felt.. When all six teeth have been probed for calculus

and pockets, the same teeth are re-examined n the same

sequence to ascertain whether the probing has resulted in
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obvious bj-eeding from the gingival pocket or sulcus" (52).

In this study, the same sequence v¡as carried out for each

quadrant. This method incorporates any bleedi.ng elicited

from the gingival crevice regardless of depth, which would

occur when ever the integr:ity of the sulcular ep.ithelium v/as

breached by inflammatory changes. Gingival bleeding

demonstrated by Ainamo and Bay's method undoubtedly reflects

accurately the disease of gingivitis. The bleeding index

demonstrated according to the TRS-621 method on the other

hand represents the total potential of bleeding from a

crevice, whether deepened or not. Since bleeding may occtlr

f rom ging ivit.is or per iodontit is , it is esseutial tha.t a.n

accurate diagnosis of t.he source of bleeding be established

for accurate treatment and aSSeSsment. To measure

gingivitis, a positive bleeding score should only be assigned

when there is no periodontal pocket. The presence of both

pocket and bleeding should be taken to indicate "active

pocket" (119 ).

Despite the possible inaccuracies of prolring (92, L62),

when compared to visual assessment, it. is relatively simpl-e

to perform a standardized method of probing. The detection

of blood from a probed site is objective, recorded as either

positive or negative.

It is

formation

equally important to record t.he severit.y of pocket

using a periodontal probe as it is the onJ-y means

o rea st ca Y assess ng e sever yo pe

disease. Therefore both the bleeding index and periodontal
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disease index are obtained by one method of periodontal

probing that is quick, efficient and relatively objective.

Misgivíngs have been expressed with regard to probing in

field surveys (43, 75)t particularly concerning the diffi-

culty in ensuring that the probe is used gent1y and steril-

ized adequately in difficult field conditions. If to avoid

pr:obing means that acquired data is highty suspect, then

somehow sterilization has to be done. Similarly' rigorous

examiners' training and calíbration as a priority requirement

v¡ou1d seem to be mandatory to ensure credible data.

Since this survey was compl.eted, the new periodontal

probe desÍgned as specified in W.H.O. TRS-621 (Morita W.H"O.

probe) has become available. The iightness of the probe and

íts rounded end make pocket and calculus detection easier'

encourage gentler probing force ancl should help to make t'he

task of future periodontal survey easier.

5.8. 2 PLAQUE ASSESSMENT

The authors support the TRS-621 resolve not to assess

plague level as the assessment of gingíval inflammation would

have inherently included the consequences of the presence of

plaquer âs well .as the effect of host resistance.

5. 8. 3 CALCULUS DETECTION

This study confirmed the rveII known association of

prevalence and severity of calculus deposit' with age.

that calculus be removed and ::oot surfaces planed. TRS'62L
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method recommended therefore that calculus be assessed, not

so much aS a measure of disease but aS a treatment need

assessment. The method did not provide for any distinction

between supra- and sub-gingival calculus. A descriptive

population survey, particularly in developing countries,

would probably gain little from any search for subgingival

calculus. The mere presence of a pocket is sufficient

indication for scaling and root planing. If enhanced degree

of accuracy in predicting treatment time requirement is

clesired, particularly in restoration prone populations of

some highly developed countries, it ís suggested that a

Retention index such as that proposed by Bjorby and Loe (94)

be utili zed .

5. B. 4 RECESSION

Recession was not a consisLent manifestation of chronic

rnarginal lesion. C1inj.cal impression showed that where

present, ít was just as likely to be a combinecl result of

anatomical features and periodontal disease or toothbrush

traumar âs a result of past periodontal disease or therapy.

After t.he pilot survey, it was decided to exclude recession

data from t.he oral examination.

5. B. 5 PEFIODOI'ITAL TREATMENT NEED

When planning for treatmenL need, it would be prudenL to

also take into account the natural history of the disease and

the prognosis of functional dentition within the personrs

tife time. It woul.d appear that the 6Z gingivitis group in

the 45-65 years group had indícated a very good host resist-

ance as to require little treatment i.f at

the youngest group, in comparison, would

aII . the 26 .7e¿ in

dictate a weighted
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priority. It
treatment need

examination.

ís suggested that

be made for each

the assessment of actual

quadrant at the time of

The W.H.O. TRS-621 method was simple, efficient' and

appropriate for a descriptive population study. It is

suggested that with a Iittle modification of scoring for

gingivitis assessment, the method provides meaningful basis

for treatment need assessment of a population. Further, ít

for each age group the prevalence Seores are combined,

resutting in a "composite" periodontal community i.ndex, the

tot.al treatment needs of each group can be gleaned at a

glance (38). ;.n. the 30-34 years age group had an index of

9i 64¡ 23¡ which means 9Z of this group had gingivitis' 642

had mild periodontitis and 23?" had severe periodontitis.

Such an index may be likened to the DllF ínilex for caries.
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5.9 PARTIAL VERSUS FULL RECORDII'{G METHOD

*****************************tr***********

Figure 2 represenes the frequency distribution of

missing teeth and periodontal pockets by tooth type for all

dentate persons. A marked degree of symmetrical distribution

of corresponding scores is apparent for the right and left

quadrants in both arches. The graph also provides for ready

appraisal of cummulative mor:bidity Scores aS well as mor'cal-

ity scores of each tooth type. Percentage distribution of

periodontal pockets by tooth-surface showed that 46.38 were

found distalty, 44.92 mesially | 6.52 occurred on

pa1atal,/f inguaf surfaces and 2.I* on vestibular aspects-

Prevalence scores shor^/ed calculus and bleeding on

probing to be highly prevalent, shall.ow pockets were present

in 622 and deep pockets ín 27.7 B of all subjects whert full.

recording \Ä/as employed.

Partial recording appears to be proportionateJ-y less

efficíent in detecting a positive score wiLh decreasing

prevalence as assessed by full recording. The more common

the condition is, the more likely it is to involve t'he

selected index teeth and. therefore increasing the efficiency

of the partial recording. Similarly, the type of teeth that

are more commonly affected by periodontal disease, such as

the molars, would i¡crease the partial recording efficiency

if included n the selecte ex tee ïnc ng

proximal surfaces of the index teeth yield prevalence scores
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that are

employs

much higher than those of partial recording which

only of each index teeth.one proximal surface

If the intention is to obtain an "average-Severity"

score, along the same line as Bussellts Periodontal Indext

the selected teeth should include one each of the molars,

premolars and anterior teeth of both arches to represent the

decreasing site-prevalence, while taking advantage of the

symmetrical distribution in the right and left quadrants. In

this way a 6-index teeth such as those reconunendecl in

Ramf jord's Periodontal Disease Tndex: 16 ,2Lt24t36,4L,44, (FDI

notation) or Loe and Silness selection for the Gingival

Index: 16 til2 ,24' 36 
' 

3 2,44, wouJ-d represent the severity of

periodontal disease in the overall dentition.

on the other hando if the concern is Lo identify as

close as possible aII individuals affected by t.he disease,

i.e. prevalence score, the partial recording inclicator should

include the most commonly involved teeth and surfaces, í.e.

the proximal surfaces of molar teeth.

The partial recording as originally recommended in the

w-H.o. Technicar Report series 62L (method rv) hlas capabre of

detecting only tB.7? of advanced periodontitis in subjects

under 30 years of age as assessed by full recorditg, and only

26.6t in subjecLs 30 years old and over. The age-specific

differences in prevalence and severity scores suggest that

the age of the study population must also be considered.
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The apparently higher efficiency of partial recordings

in detecting subjects with shallow pockets when compared tc

full recor:ding methods is due to the fact that many of the

non-index teeth recorded pockets of 6 mm or more, therefore

shifting the individual into the deep pocket category; t.hese

non-index teeth were of course not assessed during partial

recording. In the same \^¡ay the reproducibility of the

assessments of shallow poclcet prevalence vlas higher when

partial recording was used. The prevalence dist.ribution of

subjects with deep pockets \,ras consistent with the above

expJ-anation, in that fu11 recording yielded higher prevalence

scores. In fact, the total number of persons having both

categories of pockets was higher when assessed with full

recording method. Partial recording yielded an overall

underestimat.ion of t-he disease prevalence, particularly with

regar,S to the more severe signs of the disease.

Inter-examiners' agreemenL was furthermorer lower with

partial recording assessment of deep pockets, although j.t is

not. known what influence age difference might have as it h¡as

not considered Curing calibration session. TRS-62I partial

recording method recommends that the upper teeth be exarnined

from the buccal aspect and lower teeth from the lingual

aspect. Anatomical consideration reveals that in the upper

arch, contact areas between posterior teeth are siLuaLed

furt.her towards the buccal aspects ¡ so that periodontal

probing of the interproximal area from the buccal aspect

would be restricted by the contact area to less than half way

towards the palatal surface, unless

probe is employed. Furthermore,

very

the

obtuse

mesial

angle of

furcation

the

of
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upper molars are usually situated past the halfway mark

towards the palatal aspect, probing from the buccal aspect

may miss mesial furcal involvement in upper molars. As

proximal surfaces are more like1y to be periodont.ally

involved than buccal surfaces, it is suggested that palatal

approach probing of the upper posterior segment. would be more

effective than the .recornmended buccal apprcach.

In the lower arch, contact areas between posterior teeth

are located approximately midway buccolinguallyr so that

proximal probíng from the buccal or lingual aspect. are

equally effective. The anterior segment oft.en has thick

calculus aeposit on its lingual surface, causing proximal

probing from this aspect difficult unless calculus is first

removed.

The difference in terms of examination time was

significant. However when the time taken for the whole

procedure and organizat.ion of the survey is taken into

accounh, which would be the same whether partial or full

recorcling is empJ.oyed , a dif ference of about 3 minutes per

person assumes less magnitude. The rnore so when the overall

cost of the survey is also considerecl. Subjectively' both

examiners found partial recording much easier and required

less effort

Previous studies of part-ial and fuII recording methods

have

33 '

largely been

49, 77 , 78,

confined

87 ). The

to comparison of mean

findings generally show

scores (7,

acceptable
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positive correlation coefficients for mean scores obtained in

both vüays. While such scores are useful for comparative

epidemiological data, treatment need assessment of the

community would seem to be better appraised by prevalence

scores. The higher correlation coefficient found when

prevalence scores of the older group were considered, perhaps

indicate that partial recording would be more suitably

employed for surveying older populations, whereas for

population younger than 30 years, full recording r"'ould be

better able to detect sub jects rvith signs of periodontit.is.

Such persons demonstrate magnified response to the

etiological iactors of periodontal disease and are in graver

risk of tooth loss during their lifetime compared to similar

disease severity groups of older ages. The former would need

more vigorous periodontal care applied as early as possible

and constitute an "at risk" group requiring early del-ection,

therefore full recording should be employed.

't

ú

:
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CONCLUSION

PeriodonL,al disease in the study population was highly

prevalent and typically of moderate severity. OnIy 4.22 of

the subjects hrere free from any signs of periodontal disease.

In 11.It, the disease manifestation was confined to

reversible gingivitis. Mild periodontal disease was evident

in approximately 60? and severe disease in 252 of t.he

population. The major treatment requirement in all age

groups could be categorized as "simple periodontal treaÈment"

manageable by non specíalist dental resources. More than 90t

of pockets detected occurred interproximally. Periodontal

disease prevalence and severityr âs well- as the number of

missing teeth, increased with advancing age.

The proposed Vf.H.O. TRS-621 survey method was simple and

efficient, but the partial recording approach yielded

underestimation of disease prevalence, particularly with

regard to severe periodontitis. It is suggested that fuII

recording be used when assessing disease prevalence in

younger age groups. The estimate of treatment bime

requirements as suggested in the W.H.O. repor:t hras found to

be a useful model for manpower and cost evaluation.

r'*
rrJ

Of the study population, 50.5t had their

visit within the previous twelve mont.hs and 42.52

last dental

had regular
I

Jt
I

checlçups.

intervals

There

since

\È'aS

last

no srgn1t]-cant assocratlon

dental visit and â9êr sex,

between t]"me

occupation,

þ
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rl

income or education; but regutarity of checkup hIaS weakly

associated with occupation and income level, and subjects

with fewer missing teeth went for more regular and freguent

checkups. The most common reason for non-utilization \^Jas an

assumption that " nothing lÄ¡as wrong rr . A large ma jority of

subjects were unaware of the presence of periodontal disease

or the need for its treatment, despite its high prevalence in

all subgroups, as revealed by oral examination. The problems

of analysing sociological aspects of.dental behaviour were

discussed.

The study population's pattern of service utilization

was found to be similar to t.hat reported f.or the general

population, and t.heir oral hygiene habits were expected to

also be similar. This seems to imply Lhat the high

prevalence of peri-odontal disease found in the study

population may also prevail in the general population. The

present study further implies that as the periodontal- status

of reguÌar users of dental service was not, significantly

better than non-users, increasing the utilization pattern

would appear to offer little hope of improving periodontal

status unless better methods of diagnosis, preventíon and

treatment are employed.

I

I
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Ti¡E UNTVERSITY OF .ADETÁTDE

Department of Dent "r-l tlealth

Prevalence of Poniodontal Disease in úetropolltan A:pea

REGISTRATION NUI,fBER

DATE

NAME

ct c3

c13

et4

c15

c6 cl1

Sut¡la nø 0the? Nøpo

c72
ETHNTC GROUP Aslan

Austral.lan
Brftfeh
Europoan

0thers

Hale

f'snals

25-29
30-34
35-39
l+0 - 4l+

L

2

3

4

5

I sEx

2 ÁGE

1,

2

USTi.ô.t OCCUPATION OF 1Í{E ''BRãÂDI{IM¡ER''

- l,lanagenlal level:
(gøttena|" for.anøn to eæeoutiuc)

Factony super:víoor and offfce worker.

Factony uor,keni
(wn-ouperuí,so*y)

I
)

3

4

I

¿,

?

t

Tentíary education
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5 TOTAT FAI.ÍILY Iì,ICOiIE

- Less than - $to,oo0

$to,ooo - $17,ooo

þlone than - $tZrooo

Page 2

Yes

No

Within the last 12 months

12 - 18 months ago

18 nronthe - 5 yeans ago

lfore than 5 years ago

Neven

[i
l-i

c77

c18

c1?

¿

3

2

r2

,t

6 DO YOU HAVE ANY OF TOUR OIil,I I,IATURAL TEETH?

ff no,- pleese dísnegar.d the rest of tlze
cVteetionnaíz.e and netuyn thie fotrn.

?, HOÍ.I IONG AGO DTD YOU IAST SEE AI.IYO¡{E ÂBOUT YOUR TEETH 6 GUI,IS?

1

I

-1

I ar

¡+

5

g. HOI¡ IIOL]LD YOU REST I]]SCRTBE YOUR USUAL PATTER}¡ oF DENTAT CARE?

- Regular check"up fnom time to tirne, even though yourre
not conscious of a problem.

- On1y for specific nea.son/probJ-ern.

3 HOVT FREQUENTLY HAVE YOI' GJI.IE FCR DEIflTAL CTECK-UP IN TIIE PAST 5 YEARS?

Twice on mone a yean

About otce a yeån

Other,

i.0. rF YOu ll^vE ttOT ODTArltED DENTAL CARE (inctudlng check-up)
IN T[¡Ë tAsT iz-t4oi,¡î¡ts, I.THAT l.tAS T¡IE ItArN RE^SON?

J

c2t
1

2

3

c2?.

Nothíng wro:rg

Afnaid of dentist, donrt like dentist
Too expensÍr'e

Ì'las too on eoul-dnrt be bothened

- l'lo ser:více ¿','ai-].¡bre, difficult to obtain appointment
- Othen

I
I
t

I

t

I

3

5
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71.

- Less than once a day

- Once a day

- l4ore than once a oay

t2. DO YOU USE ADDITTONAL UEAI.IS TO CLEAÌ.I IN BETI.IEEN YOUR TEETIi?
ê,g. dentaL fLoss, tootLt píeks, etc.

- Neven

- Sometimes

- Regu1anly, less than once a day

- Regularly, at least orrce a day

13.

- Yes, within the past yean

- Yes, wÍthin the past 5 yeans

- Yes, mone than 5 years ago

- Neven

14

- Yes

-No

15.

-No
- Yes, teeth onIY

- Yes, gurns only

- Yes, teeth and gums

- Yes, othen

- Donrt know

16. DO YOU WANT ANY DENTAL ADVICE OR TREATI-ÍENT?

IIOI'I OFTEI{ DO YOU CLEAI,I YOUR T'EETTI?

c23

7

2

3

c24

t
2

3

l+

HAS A DENTIST TOLD YOU THAT YOU HAD GUI{ PROBTEI'ÍS?

c25

t
2

3

4

IF YES, DrD YoU GET/oBTAIì'I TREATI4EI'IT?

IS ANYTHTì,IG Î¡ROl'lG ltrT[l YOUR 'rEElrl, GUl"lS 0R ¡'louTH ¡lol{?

c26

c28

t
I

c27

T

2

â

4

5

6

1Yes

!7, IF YOU DO, IIHAT SORT OF ADVICE 0R TREATMEI{T DO YoU I{tu\T?
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REGÏSIR.ATION NO.

EXAI,ÍINER

c4

POCKETS

ITT

1,2

13

14

15

16

t7
BleedCalcrir.tBDTeeth

POCKETS

I27

26

2S

24

23

22

H

2L

1 aa¡Ca.Lc.LiDTeeth

POCKETS

I

I31

32

33

34

35

36

37

B tCaIc.iBleedM

1. Nor:e

2. 0. H. r.
3. Simpte

4. Complcx

5. Clean.¡nce

l'j
c5

c5r

c5

1.

2,

3.
ll .

5.

eeth

Teeth

rL
1

2

3

l+

5

L-e-i

POCKETS
CaIc e

1.

2.

ó.
l+.

C.

c5

47!

46

45

44

43

42

41

ï.N.DrBl'l I tii

ril
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APPENDIX 3. Referral form.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE
Department of Dental Health

Dear Doctor,

Duríng a periodontal disease prevalence survey, conducted
by the Department of Dental Health, University of Adelaide,
this person was found to suffer from -

mild,/moderate/severe periodontal disease

Irlould you care to see and treat him as you see fit.?

N. G. CLARKE

Senior Lecturer in Periodontology.

W. SRIKANDÏ

Teaching Registrar,
Dept. of Dental Hea1th.
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APPENDIX 4
**********

EXAMINERS I BRIEFING
*******************
PERIODONTAL PREVALENCE

Instruments
Teeth to be examined :

Sequence of examination :

Pocket depth measurement

SURVEY THE CLINICAL ASSESSMENT

Mouth mirror and periodontal probe
All fully erupted teeth excluding
third molars.
F.D.I. notation is used.
Examination is to start from tooth
L7 in the upper left. quadrant,
proceeding leftwards to quadrant
2, then to 37 of the third
quadrant proceeding toward 47 in
the lower right quadrant.
1. Pocket depth measurements are
to be done first, âL the same tíme
feeling for any subgingival
calcu1us, to reduce multiPle
probings.
2. Calculus scores are therefore
recorded at the same time as
pocket depth measurentent of each
tooth.
3. After pocket dePth and calculus
have been measured for the whole
quadrant, bleeding score is
recorded for that quadrant.
4. Treatment need for that
quadrant is then scored, unless it
was deemed necessary to score it
later.
All assessments are to be
completed in each quadrant before
proceeding to the next, quadrant.
A mouth mirror and a periodontal
probe are used.
The probe: American Dental Color
Vision probe "cV4" r with
graduation at 316,9 and 12mm.
Pockets are measured from 4

aspects : mesial, distal, facial
and lingual. In the maxilla,
assessments of the mesial and
distal surfaces are made from the
facial aspect.
In the mandi.ble the mesial and
distal surfaces are measured from
the lingual aspect.
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Calculus measurement :

Gingivit.is assessment :

Starting from the first quadrant,
teeth L7 11 are measured from
the facial aspect in the following
order: distal, facial, mesial.
The palatal aspects of 11 to 17
are then proved and scored.
If any calculus is felt or seen
during the probirg, it is scored
at that time. The second quadrant
is examined from 2L to 27 from the
facial aspect in this order:
mesial, facial, distal. Then
going back from 27 t.o 2I, the
palatal pockets are assessed. The
third quadrant is examined from 37
to 3l, from the lingual aspect in
this order: distal, linguaI,
mesial. Then the facial aspects
are assessed from 31 to 37.
The fourth quadrant is examined
frorn the lingual aspect in this
order: mesial, lingual, distal
surfaces of 4L to 47, then the
facial aspects of 47 to 41.
All pocket depths are to be
measured from the crest of the
gingival margin.
Criteria:
Score 0 - clinical gingival sulcus
of 3mm or less.
Score I pockets greater than 3mm
and less than 6mm.
Score 2 - pockets equal to or
greater than 6mm.
Only absence ( score 0 ) or presence
(score 1) of calculus is noted.
No differentiati.on is made between
supra- and sub-gingival calculus.
When all teeth in a quadrant have
been probed for pocket and
calculus assessmenLs n the same
teeth are examined for
inLerproximal bleeding. Only
absence (score 0) or presence
( score 1) of bì-eeding is recorcled,
without severiLy grading.
The bleeding int.erproximal unit j-s
scored againsL the tooLh distal to
it. The interproximal areas
bet.ween the cent.ral incisors are
only scored once in each arch,
i.e. against 11 and 31 only. No
bleeding score is to be recorded
against 2L and 4L.

need assessment
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creatment requlred.
All teeLh in the quadrant are free
from any posibive score.
Score 2 - Oral health education.
There ís one or nìore positive
bleeding score -in the quadrant but



no calculus or pocket score.
Score 3 - Indicates the need for
scaÌing and oral health education:
there is one or more calculus
score and./or shallow pocket
(pocket score, of 1) in the
quadrant.
Score 4 - Ind.icates the need for
complex care which may comprise
deep scaling with/without any
extraction and,/or surgery r âs weII
as O.H. education. There is one
or more pocket. score of 2 ín the
quadrant.
Score 5 - Generalized advanced
periodontal destruction with
severe loss of function,
indicating extraction of aIl
remaining teeth.

There may be individual cases in which the criteria are
not fully satisfactory for defining the treaLment need.
Examiners should then exercise their clinical judgement in
determining which type of treatment best fits the findings.

It should be remembered however, that the
ís the group of people, i.ndividual excepticnal
accommodated by the group score.

unit of study
eases wi.1l- be
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APPENDIX 5. Vü.H.O. Periodontal treatment time estimate.

Eslímate of mean time required to provide periodontal services

A ge-g roup
(yeirr)

Positive score
lor ServlÊ e Tlme tequlred

t5-f9

20-29

3&-{1

{5 and over

GlnglYltls

Calculus or
shallow pockets

Deep pockels

Glngivitís

Calculus or
shallow pockels

Deep Fockels

Ginglvltis

Calculus or
shallow pockets

Oeep pockel¡

Treatment al for age.group 15-lg except that tho time required lor lnitlal scallng ís tS mtn/qurdrant

Oral hygiene educ¡tion (OHE)

Scaling * OHE
ln¡t¡al
follow-up

Deep scaling + OHE
¡n¡lial
lollow-up

Surgery

Oral hygiene education (OHE)

Scallng + OHE
initial
lollow-up

Deep scaling * OHE
ln ilirl
lollow-up

Surgery

Oral hygiene education (OHE)

Scalino + OHË
inil¡al
lollow-up

Deep scaling t OHE
initlal
follow-up

Surgery

60 min

15 mln * l0 nrln/quadrant + 50 min lor OllE
15 m¡n + 5 min/quadrant f t0 min for OH€

¡15 mln/quadrant * 50 min lor OHE
10 mln/quadrant * l0 min lor OHE
ô0 minlquadranl * 30 min po3loperallve care

10 min

l5 min f 30 mln/quadra¡t I 50 min lor OHE
15 min + 5 min/quadrant * 10 min lor OHE

¡15 min/quad¡anl * 50 mln fo¡ OHE
l0 min/quadrant + 10 nrln for OHC

6O min/quadrant * 30 min posloperatlve care

l0 m¡n

15 mln + 30 mln/quadrdrnt + 50 min for OHE
l5 min * 5 mln/quadrant f l0 mln lor OllE

45 m¡n/quadrant * 50 min lor OHE
f 0 m¡ntquadrant + '10 m¡n lor OHE

60 mlnlquadrtnt * 30 min postoperative cãrs
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